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1 • 1 NTRODUCTI CN 

1.1. Choice of the institute 

During the last year's course, 1984-1985, 1 was very much concerned wi th 
qualitatiue and quantitatiue land eualuation. 1 wrote in cooperation with 
Hoogerbrugge (1985) for the quali tative land evaluation course a small 
report on erop requirements and maize-bean inter cropping in the Chuka 
area, Kenya. The Training Project in Pedology (T.P.J.P.) of the Department 
of Geology and Soil Science, Agricultural Uniuersity Wageningen was still 
looking for a student in tropical agronomy who wanted to be engaged in land 
evaluation. As 1 was lookin9 fora possibility to carry out my studentswork 
somewhere in the tropics, the decision was easily made. 

1.2. Background of the T.P.I.P. 

The Chuka project (April 1985-May 1986) is the third phase of the Training 
Project in Pedology) of the Agricultural University Wageningen in Kenya. 
Previous phases were the Kisii project (1973-1979) and the Kilifi project 
(1979-1982). All thè activities of the T.P.I.P. are carried out in close 
consultation with the cooperating agency, the Kenya Soil Survey (KSS), part 
of the National Agricultural Laboratories (NAL) of the Ministry of Agricul
ture at Nairobi. 
The objectiues of the project are: 

a. to produce a reconnaissance soil map (1:100.000) of the 
Jshiara mapsheets, both scale 1:50,000, of the Survey 
together with a detailed report and a land evaluation to 
suitability of a number of land uses. 

Chuka and 
of Kenya, 

assess the 

b. to train post-9raduate students of the University of Wageningen, the 
Netherlands, in soil science, agronomy, uegetation and agricultural 
econornics, The training consist of graduate students-work (5-6 months 
period) as well as research work for Msc-thesis. 

The selection of the project area took place in full cooperation with the 
KSS. The funds for the project are prouided by the Agricultural University 
Wageningen, the Netherlands. 

1.3. Objectives of the study 

In 9eneral the underlying study deals with the first project objective as 
far as it concerns the land eualuation and of course the second project 
objective. 
The specified objective of this study is: 

to produce an ecological suitability classification of the area for 
the cereal crops, wi thin the framework of land evaluation, based on 
data of climate, suil, erop performance and the erop requirements. 

1 
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The suitability classification wil! be carried out on reconnaissance scale 
(1:100.000), The intention is to make a description and to draw a map, of 
the different suitability classes with the main constraints for the three 
cereal crops, maize, millet and sorghum. 

The procedure is two fold: 
On one hand data on climate, soil and erop requirements are gathered 

to compare the land quali ties wi th the erop requirements. This method pro
vides a suitability classif1cation 1 which can be called theoretica! and is 
based on natura! factors liKe climate and so1l without any 1nterference of 
rnan, 

On the other hand data on erop performance are gathered. These data 
provide information of the suitability of the land under the actual circum
stances of the climate, the soil and the level of input and farromanagement. 
This practical method wil! show the differences in farmmanagement and input 
level. Besides the yield levels of the crops under the actual different 
environmental circumstances are estimated. 

The combination of this theo1·etical and practical method gives the 
possibility to compile an ecological suitability classification partially 
based on apparent constant factors like climate and soil, and on the actual 
growing circumstances of the erop during the second rainy season 1985/1986. 

The actual situation of erop performance wil! change every season due 
to climatological variation, change in soil condi~ions and variation in 
farmmanagement and input level. 5o the final result of this work is just 
an indication of the suitability of the different sites in the area for 
maize, millet and sorghum. 

1.4. Project area and choice of the survey area 

The project research area is located in Eastern Province, on the south
eastern footslopes of Mount Kenya, just south of the equator (latitudes 0 
15'5 and 0 30'5 1 longi tudes 37 30'E and 38 OO'E) 1 see fig. 1.1. 1 t com
prises the Chuka (122/3) and the Ishia1·a (122/4) mapsheets of the 5urve~• 

of Kenya. The area measures 55,50 km from east to west and 27 1 75 km from 
north to south. The project area is intersected by the borders of three 
districts, viz. Embu district south of Thuchi river, Meru district north of 
Thuchi river and Kitui district east of Tana river, see map 1. (reference 
map), Appendix A. 

For the soil mapping, -description and land evaluation, the area is 
divided in two from east to west going sample strips, see Fig. 1.2. and map 
1. One in the South (sample strip A) on the border of Embu district along 
the road Rukuriri, Kanyuambora, Ishiara, Ciangera and Katama up to Mumoni 
forest. The other one in the North (sample strip 8) along the road Gachima, 
Chuka, Kaanwa, Kanjuki, Kathwana and Materi crossing Tana river just north 
of Kierera forest. 

The survey area, where the ecological suitability classification wil! 
be carried out, encloses all parts where cereal crops are cultivated, This 
means the whole area except of those parts, which are covered by forests. 
The fieldwork, gathering data on erop performance, was only carried out in 
the sample strips A and B. 

2 
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Fig 1.1. Map showing the location of the project area in Eastern Prouince. 
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Fi•3. 1.2. Hap of the project area showing the both sample strips. 
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2. DATA COLLECT!Cl>I AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Collection of climatological data 

It appeared that not uery many climatological data, concerning the project 
area, were immediately auailable. The farmmanagement handbook of Kenya 
(Jaetzold and Schmidt, 1983) provides some data on rainfall and 
temperature. Besides the agro-climatic zone study of Braun (1982) is very 
useful. In spite of these two data sources the available figures were not 
sufficiently reliable for this study and neither for the final project 
report. So after selection of all the weather stations in the project area 
(25) and all the stations within a distance of about 9 km (00 05') of the 
project area (24), the Kenya Meteorological Departement (KMD) at Nairobi 
was requested to provide figures ouer the last thirty years~ concerning 
rainfall, temperature (mean, minimum and maximum), evaporation and radia
tion. The KMD provided data on temperature for only two stations and data 
on rainfall for nearly all the stations, but only 24 of the 49 stations 
having more or less complete data of ten consecutiue years. 

In addi tion to these two sources, ui sits to local stations were made 
to obtain supplementary data, especially of the last 9ro~1in9 seasons. 

A map of the annual average rainfall and a map of the mean annual 
temperature •Alere compiled, see paragraph 3.2. For the compilation of these 
maps the data of Jaetzold, the local stations and the most important data 
of the KMD were used. Statistica! treatment of the data was necessary 
before the maps could be compiled. 

2.2. Collection of data on soils 

A semi-detailed soil survey (scale 1:25.000) in the both sample str.ips A 
and B (Legger, 1987) as wel! as a reconnaisance survey (scale 1:100.000) of 
the whole project area (de Meester, 1987) were carried out. 

The erop performance figures are principally related t~ the characte
ristics of the soil mapping units of the reconnaissance survey. The soil 
mapping units of the reconnaissance survey are also the starting point of 
the final suitability classification. So land characteristics and land 
qualities concerning the different soil mapping units were derived from the 
legend of the soil map and the profile descriptions of the soil pits. By 
gathering these land characteristics and land qualities, the different soil 
mapping units wil! be classified according to their suitability for maize, 
millet and sorghum. 

2.3. Collection of data on erop requirements 

Already in May 1985 a report was written, in the framework of qualitative 
land evaluation, on the erop requirements of some crops occurring in the 
Chuka area, Kenya (Hoogerbrugge & Ooms, 1985), One of the conclusions of 
that report was that the available, used literature was not sufficiently 
specific, Better results would be achieved by gathering erop 1·equi1·ements 
of local uarieties in the Chuka area. 

5 
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As far as possible erop requirements of specific varieties have been 
gathered at Embu Agricultural Research Station. Table 6.1. shows the erop 
requirements and is compiled using this locally gathered information and 
the genera! literature (Acland, Jaetzold, Purseglove and Landon), For the 
requirements, optimum values as wel! as limi ting ranges have been establis
hed. 

_, 

2.4. Methods and data colleÎtion on erop performance 

2.4.1. Introduction 

Tr1e main purpose of this part of the study was to gathc: .,,_ . _:h as possib
le data on erop performance ano ;:2:" :0·~·' -' --~;ze, millet and sorghum 
on different equally distributed sites ir1 the both sample strip•- A and 8. 
Yield uariations are mainly due to variations in climate, soil and the 
differences in farm-management and input level. 

Only for maize and millet quantitative erop measurements '"'ere carried 
out. Considering sorghum no quantitative erop measurements were carried 
out, because sorghum is mainly occurring as individual plants in stands of 
mi !let. Onl~1 in a very small part of the area and just on a few shamba' s, 
sorghum was found in pure stands. It appeared, during later field 
obseruations in the first rainy season, that sorghum is cultivated 
abundantly during this period compared to its occurrance during the second 
rainy •-eason. Qualitative measurements are carried out for all these 
cereals. 

2.4.2. Genera! methods 

There are many ways to estimate yields. 
between subjectiue and objective methods. 

The first distinction can be made 

Subjective methods concerns estimations and are usually not very 
precise. For example, when a farmer is asked at a certain time and place 
his opinion about the yield expectations. Objectiue methods involve 
measurements of some characteristics of the erop in the field. The crops 
are sampled in a systematic way, The yields are taken home, weighed and the 
results are computed using statistica! methods. They prouide exact 
estimates with known statistica! errors, but their design and 
implementation is useful, but costs a lot of time. 

Another distinction is made between qualitative 
methods. In the first case only an indication is giuen 
performance. This is always subjective. On the other 
methods give exact figures on yield. These may be of 
objective character, 

2.4.3. Measurements in the field 

and quantitative 
of yield or erop· 
hand quantitative 
a subjective or 

For the collection of data on erop performance it is important to get as 
rnuch as possible reliable data in a short period, the harvesting season. To 
achieve this a two fold procedure is used: 

6 
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*The comprehensive sample sites: 

At 35 sites actual yield measyrements are carried out. This is an objec
tive method, An area of 10 m~ of maize or millet is harvested. Some im
portant factors are counted or measur2d: 
-the number of plant pits in the 10 m 

2 -the number of maize ears/millet heads in the 10 m 
-a figure is 9iuen for the overall erop performance (scorin9), see below 
-every ear/head is 9iuen ~ figure for lts performance (scoring) 
-only for maize the length (1) and the circumference (c) of the ear with 

husks are measured. 
-a short interview is done, to get some information of the growing 
circumstances, the farm-management and the input level. During the 
interview the farmer is also asked, to give his yield expectation. This 
is a subjectiue method, For the questionnaire see appendix B. 

The harvested maize ears are all labelled and the millet heads are put in 
a bag according to their score. Everything is taken home to be weighed. 

*The non-comprehensive sample sites: 

For both maize and millet, as much as possible data are gathered by 
estimation on a large number of sites, the non-comprehensiue sample 
sites, The target figure is to sample for both maize and millet together 
about 300 sites, At these sites just the undermentioned factors are 
estimated or measured: 

2 -the number of plant pits/m 
-the number of ears/heads of each considered plant pit 
-a figure is given for the overall erop performance (scoring) 
-every ear/head is given a figure for lts performance (scoring) 
-only for maize the length (1) and the ei rcumference (c) of the cob wi th 
husks are measured, 

The farmer was asked to giue an estimation of the expected yield. 
For these measurements the non-comprehensive sample site form is used, see 
also Appendix B. 

Scor i ng 

Scoring is a way to giue an indication of 
subjectiue qualitative method, lndividual 
erop are given a figure according to their 

erop performance. lt 
plants or stands of a 
performance. This is 

visual eualuation or scoring. 
For scoring five values are used: 1.very good erop 

2. good erop 
3.average erop 
4.poor erop 
5.very poor erop 

is an 
certain 
called 

The score is determined bi• comparin9 wi th the average. Scoring for overall 
erop performance takes into account both yield per plant and plant density. 
Scoring can also be done for plant density, In this case the plant density 
is evaluated on basis of plant pits per area, this is done by counti~g the 
number of plant pits in a certain area. Usually squares of about 9 m were 
made using 3 big steps in two directions. 

7 
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The relation between the comprehensive and non-comprehensive sample sites. 

* Millet 
By scoring for the individual plants and measuring the actual yields 

per plant at the comprehensive sample sites, the scores of the indiuidual 
plants can be related to the grain yields by calculation. In this way a 
relation can be found between the different scores of the millet heads and 
the corresponding grain yield. Knowing the number of heads/ m2 and the 
average yield/head, the yield per acre can be calculated for all the noq
comprehensive sample sites. By calculating the correlation coefficient (RL) 
one gets an idea of the accuracy of the method, 

* Maize 
From other studies (Hesselmark, 1978) it is known that there 

close relatlonship between the size of a maize ear and its grain 
The relation of a maize ear and its grain yield is roughly of the 

is a 
yield. 
shape: 

y=atb(l*c). l=length over which grains can be felt 
c=circumference in the middle of the ear 

The ear is 
biologica! 

measured with the husks. This method can only be used for 
healthy, not damaged, not rotting, grain filled and regular 

ears. 
All these calculations and their results are described in chapter 5. 

2.4.4. The sampling procedure 

2.4.4.1. Sampling of the sites 

A. The comprehensive sample sites. 
The yield levels of maize and millet vary strongly at various 

the area, So the selectlon of the comprehensive sample sites 
important and requires a good procedure. Before this selection 
was established, some cri ter ia we1·e drawn up: 

sites in 
is very 

procedure 

-the sites should be equall11 distributed over the both sample strips, 
because of possible differences between the sample strips. 

-the sites should be equally distributed over the sample strips from east 
to west, because of the climatic variation in that direction. 

-as far as possible the most occurrlng cultivated soil mapping units should 
be sampled. 

-selection of shamba's on the transition of different soil mapping units. 
Special attention will be paid to differences within these shamba's. 

-select ion of the sites on basis of differences in farm-management and 
input level. 

Farm-management and Input level have a very strong lnfluence on erop 
performance •. Variatlons in management and input level may give a few times 
higher yields on tt"o in a different way treated shamba's located at the 
same site, This factor may be very disturbing in the harvest results. On 
the other hand the variation in farm-management and input level wil! show 
what the effect of these t~Jo factors can be under the same natura! 
circumstances . 

B. The non-comprehensive sample sites. 
These sites were selected at random. Driving or walking along the 
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roads in both sample strips, shamba's or homesteads were chosen on the left 
or right side of the road after every few hundred meters. 

The comprehensive sample sites were selected on basis of the mentioned 
criteria during the first field days in December and clanuary, see the time 
table (Appendix C). Besides the selection of these sites much attention was 
paid to the shape of maize ears and millet heads in connection with the 
necessary visual evaluation (scoring) during harvesting time. Also the 
development stage of the crops at different sites in the area got some 
attention, Farmers were asked when they expected to start harvesting, A lot 
of time was saved by selecting and investigating in advance. 

Intercropping is very common in the area. Besides there is a felling 
prohibition for trees. Where possible purely cropped treeless shamba's were 
sampled to avoid all kinds of interaction between various crops and trees, 
l•h i ch o ecu r i n the same shamba. Th i s i s tak en i n to con si der at ion f or bo t h 
the comprehensive and the non-comprehensive sample sites. The combinations 
of crops occurring in one shamba differ also a lot in the area, because of 
the ecological variation. On the other hand the occurring cropping patterns 
should be the starting point of all the measurements, 

2.4.4.2. Sampling within the shamba 

Within the chosen sample sites, the differences in erop performance and 
soil were taken into consideration. The sampled piece in a shamba has to 
ref leet the performance of the whole shamba. For that reason i t is very 
important to pay attention to the differences in erop performance within a 
shamba. In shamba's we find good and poor pate:hes, differences in erop 
performances, due to conservation practices (e.g. trashlines and terraces), 
land preparation and fertili ty. Also the slope may play an important role 
as well as stoniness and rockiness. All these factors are very important in 
the selection of the exact piece of a shamba which will be sampled, 

For the harvesting at the comprehensive sample sites, a rope of 10 m 
was used, The plant pits within a half a meter on both sides of the rope 
were sampled, For the non-comprehensive sample sites the surveyer walked in 
a straight line through the shamba. All the pits on this line were sampled, 
The rope or line method was used to meet the variation in erop performance 
wi thin the shamba. The above mentioned factors, possibly causing differen
ces in erop performance, were taken into account when laying down the rope 
or walking through the shamba. At every non-compre~1ensive sample si te about 
100 heads were evaluated or 30-35 mai ze ears were measured. 

2.4.5. Organization of the fieldwork 

The fieldwork was carried out by only one team of two persons. One who did 
the visual evaluation of the millet and the rneasurements of the rnaize. This 
is usually done by the one and sarne person to avoid too much variation in 
the figures of the evaluatior1 and the measurernents, especially for the 
evaluation which is a very subjective method. Hhen this is done by the same 
hand, all the figures contain the 'sarne' deviation, The other person was 
acting as interpreter for carrying out the interviews. 

The fieldwork had to be carried out in the whole area starting at Tana 
river valley in the second week of January and f inishing near Mount Kenya 
forest at the end of February. All those weeks a car was available for the 
work. The first weeks a lot of time, about 30-50% was lost by driving all 
the way down to the areas near Tana river. Approaching Mount Kenya day by 
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day, rnore tirr1e becaroe available to do the roeasurernents. In spi te of several 
attempts it appeared to be impossible to find a solution for this consuming 
transport problem. 

2.4.6. Laboratory rnethods 

All the harvested millet heads and maize ears were taken home. The millet 
heads were kept, accordin•:rJto their harvest number and their score number, 
in groups on a rack outs/de under a roof for about one week. They had 
sunshine for about two hours a day, The decision of drying the millet heads 
under a roof was made, because there seemed to be too much danger of bird 
damage. After one week of drying the millet heads were taken a•Jay, and tr1e 
different groups of one harvest were put into an oven for half an hour at a 
temperature of 113 °c. This was done to get out the grains more easily. 
After drying the number of heads per scoring group was counted and the 
weight of every group was fixed. Further every group was put in a closed 
bag and beaten with a stick. Next the millet was winnowed in the wind and 
weighed afterwards. So the average grain weight of the different scoring 
groups is known. 

next 
oc. 

be 

For maize the labelled ears were also dried outside on the rack for 
about one week. Because of stealing (20%) the maize ears of the 
harvests were taken inside and dried in the oven for 4 hours at 113 
After that they were weighed, the grains were taken off the ears to 
weighed. So the grain weight and size of every harvested ear was known. 
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3. THE PHYSICAL Et-NIRON'1ENT 

3.1. Introduction 

The environment is determined by several factors, like climate, geology, 
relief, soil, vegetation and man. Besides their statie and dynamic 
influence on the environme~t to a certain extent, there are all kinds of 
interactions between those fiactors influencing the environment, 

So the present landscape developed in history, due to all kinds of 
processes concerning the mentioned factors. Further development of the 
landscape will depend on the way these processes take place in the future. 
Depending on the population density and -growth, the influence of man will 
increase or decrease. 

The actual physical environment of the project area '"'ill be described 
using some of the most important factors. 

3.2. Climate 

3.2.1. Rainfall 

3.2.1.1. Average annual rainfall 

In the project area, located on the windward side of Mt. Kenya, there is a 
strong variation in the average annual rainfall, see Fig 3.1. This is 
mainly due to the effects of altitude.and relief. Moving to the higher and 
colder western parts, the rainfall is strongly increasing according to the 
altitude. The rainfall is decreasing approaching Tana river in the lower 
and warmer eastern part of the area. The contrast is well shoom in Fig 3.1. 
The rainfall varies from 2400 mm at 2150 m in the north-western part to 
550-700 mr11 in the south-eastern part near Tana River, 

The rainfall is toa certain extent influenced by local relief, This 
results at some places, for example Kijege forest and Kibiro hills, in a 
relatively high average annual rainfall. The area in the south-eastern part 
wi th i ts ven• low average annual rainfall is affected b\• Mumoni forest 
(1750 m). 1 t is lying ir1 the rainy shadow of this forest. 

3.2.1.2. Distribution of the rainfall during the year(s) 

The rainfall is not equally distributed throughout the year, see Fig 3.2. 
The distribution of the rainfall is bimodal for the whole area. 
The first long rainy season from March up to May and the second short 
rainy season lasts from October up to December. April and November are the 
months with the highest amount of rainfall. The distinction between long 
and short is due to the amount of rain and in the wetter areas the first 
season appears to be longer than the second one. This is also correlated 
wi th the length of the grot-•i ng seasons. 

Fig 3.3. shows the rainfall zones for the both rainy seasons, based on 
60% reliability. This means that these amounts are exceeded in 6 out of 10 
years. 
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Fig. 3.2. The rainfall distribution at certain spots in the area. 
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First rainy season. 

The dry spells between the two rainy seasons are diuided in a short dry 
period, January and February, and a long dry period from June to September 
In the western wetter parts there is still some rain during those 'dry" 
periods, while the eastern parts are characterised by dry periods without 
any rain at all. The rain during the 'dry" periods in the wetter areas 
prolongs the growing season nearly til! the onset of the next rains. 

Table 3.1. shows the rainfall figures of the stations from Fig. 3.2. 
based on data of 10 to 15 consecutive years. This table gives also figures 
with 60% reliability. The standard error of all the annual rainfall data 
for these stations varies uery strongly. lf the standard error of the 
annual rainfall figures of a station is compared to its annual average 
rainfall, it appears that the standard error for the stations further to 

Station J .Jan FeblMarlA~rlMa~IJunlJullAug SeQ 1 Oct INov Dec Totall 
Karua Mu ton ga IAv .119 17 195 1133 31 14 11 10 4 164 1125 52 545 1 

160%10 0 128 l 9"i 8 10 10 10 0 133 188 35 287 1 
Chiokarige IAv .136 29 11031251 50 115 10 13 6 11151222 105 935 1 
D.O.'s office 160%12 0 154 1194 31 10 10 10 0 148 1136 59 524 1 
Embu, lshiara IAv .131 31 187 1268 45 18 13 13 11 181 1221 74 863 1 

160%13 7 141 1216 22 10 10 11 3 132 1160 46 531 1 
Chuka County IAv. l 58 42 11331435 147123 147 127 31 12651386 115 1709 1 
Counci l farm 160%113 10 175 1384 92 17 114 113 13 11431268 69 1101 1 

Table 3.1. Rainfall figures (mm) of the four station from Fig. 3.2. 
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the east is relatiuely larger. So this means that there 
uariation in the annual rainfall in the drier areas. Bath 
rainfall and distribution during the year are especially 
for farming in those dry areas. 

is a stronger 
reliability of 
very important 

Besides, especially in the eastern part, the intensities of rainfall 
are very high. lt is not exceptional that the majority of the rain falls in 
a few days, during a few hours. These intensi ties are very erosive, espe
cially affecting areas with poor uegetation. 

3.2.2. Temperature 

Also the temperature shows a strong east-west tendency. A low and warm part 
in the east and higher and cooler part in the west. 

In gener al temperature is correlated wi th alti tude 1 but i t i•. impor
tant to use a specific relation, adapted to the project area to appoint the 
temperatures in the area. To meet the lack of data requested at the KMD, 
all the temperature data of 22 stations, mentioned in Jaetzold (1983) 1 were 
used to find a correlation between altitude and temperature. Those 22 
stations were selected, because they are located on the windward side of 
Mt. Kenya, the first higher area on the African continent, following the 
winds coming from the Indian Ocean. A correlation for altitude and mean 
annual temperature was found: T=28,9-6 1 51A. A=Al ti tude in km. 

T=temperature in °c 
The correlation coefficient (R2) was 0 1 95, The temperature map, Fig 3.4. 
showing the different zones is based on this correlation. The temperature 
zones as drawn in Fig 3.4. are given in Table 3.2. The mean maximum and 
minimum temperatures are deriued from the mean annual temperature after 
processing the data from those 22 stations to find a certain correlation 
for the different temperatures. 

mean annual mean max irr1um 
zone temperature oc temperature 0 c 

1 24-30 30-37 
II 22-24 28-30 
II 1 20-22 26-28 
IV 18-20 24-26 
v 16-18 21-24 
VI 14-16 19-21 

Table 3.2. The temperature zones 

3.2.3. Average annual potential evaporation 

mean minimum 
temper ature 0 c 

18-23 
16-18 
14-16 
12-13 
11-12 
9-11 

The average annual potential evaporation (Eo) varies from 1200 to 2000 mm 
in the north-western part of the area and from 1650 to 2300 mm in the 
eastern part of the area (Braun et al, 1982). 

The ratio r/Eo of the average annual rainfall (r) and the average 
annual potential evaporation can be derived frorn these figures and the 
figures in the previous paragraphs. This ratio r/Eo varies frorn 807. in the 
north-western parts to 25-40% in the eastern parts of the area. Higher 
ratios appear in the mountaineous area. 
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3.3. Geology 

The Basement System rocks (belonging to the Mozambique Belt) form the floor 
on whi ch all the o ther rocks of the area l ie. These rocks are composed of 
heterogenous migmatic gneisses, granulites and schists of varied complex. 

During the Miocene these Basernent System rocks had forrned a peneplain 
which becarne covered by volcanics from Mt. Kenya during the Tertiary. The 
majority of these volcanics are so called lahars; consolidated rnud flows 
which form the slopes of the volcano, enbedding all kind of volcanic rocks 
in a matrix of pyroclasstic '\naterial. 

Parts of the Basement System which are not covered by volcanics have 
undergone various erosion cycles and form now the Uplands, Hills and Moun
tains. Most hills and mountains are intrusive rocks which have been injec
ted in the consolidated sediments. These hills and mountains are formed due 
to their relatively high resistence against erosion. 

Some hills are build up from the same rocks as their surroundings. 
They have been protected against erosion by a cover of more resistent 
volcanic material (lahar), which now has been eroded away. 

The gneisses which form the main part of the Basement System rocks are 
in genera! rich in minerals like hornblende and biotite. The weathering of 
these minerals releases lots of iron from the crystal lattices. This iron 
giues the soils deueloped on these gneisses a deep red colour. Soils 
developed on the granito id gneisses, which contain more quartz have a 
lighter orange colour because of the lower amounts in ferro-magnesian 
minerals and higher amounts of quartz. 

During the Pleistocene the Nyambeni volcanoes were active. One of the 
elongated olivine basalt flows produced by these uolcanoes filled the 
former bed of the Mutonga riuer. Since then this ancient riverbed is 
protected against· erosion by the volcanics. This caused an inversion of the 
landscape by erosion, so at the present the basalt form the higher parts in 
the landscape. An example of the pleistocene basalts is the plateau on 
which Materi is situated. 

3.4. Geomorphology 

The project area can be divided in two distinct geomorphological units; the 
volcanic deposits of Mt. Kenya in the west and the Basement System in the 
east of the area. 

Mt. Kenya which is the remnant of a tertiary volcano, has a relative 
flat profile. The western part of the area comprises the eastern part of 
the Mt. Kenya slopes up to 2100 m. These slopes are classified as Mountain 
Footridges. 

The mountain footridges are strongly dissected by perenr1ial streams 
and rivers, descending from the mountain. The major streams, Ni thi, Tungu 
and Naka have cut gorges in the volcanics; the Major Valleys. The smaller 
valleys which dissect the mountain footridges are not seperated from the 
higher parts of the foodridges as another geomorphological unit. They form 
apart of the footridges as a unit with parallel higher and lower parts. 

The uolcanic depressions situated in the volcanic deposits are 
classified as Bottomlands. These are elliptical shaped, concave depressions 
which mostly have no outlet. In the rainy season water accumulates in these 
depressions, causing small lakes or swamps. 

The Basement System forms C:issected, rolling landscape, classified as 
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Uplands. These upland-;. are remains of the Basement System rocks. The higher 
isolated parts of these uplands with slopes of 30% or more, but with a 
heigth less than 300 mare called Hills. The parts of the Basement System 
with steep slopes and a heiqth of more than 300 mare called Mountains. 

Another landform is fo~med by the remnants of the river terraces which 
are called alluvial Plains if they are recognizable as terraces because of 
their flat topography and their alluvial deposits, Most of the terraces 
remains are too strongly dissected to be called alluvial plain. 

The village of Materi is ~.ituated in a flat part, which is called a 
Plateau, built up of basalts and bordered in the west by a small scarp. 

The last landform distinguished in the project area are the 
Footslopes. The footslopes border some of the hills and mountains in the 
eastern part of the area and are formed by colluvial materials from these 
mountains and hills. 

3.5. Soils 

3.5.1. Some aspects of soil genesis 

Characteristics of soils have been formed under influence of several soil 
forming processes, which are strongly interacting. These processes are 
characterised by the combined action of soil forming factors like climate, 
parent material, landform, drainage, biological activity and man. 

Climate and parent material are the most important factors influencing the 
soil formation in the project area. In the volcanic materials in the 
western part, a sequence can be f6und of the degree of leaching with 
decreasing rainfall. This results in highly leached Nitosols in the west to 
Acrisols at the lower footridges. 

With the decrease of rainfall to the east, 
which has a strong influence on the formation of 
sequence is than humic Nitosol, humic Acrisol, 
Acr i sol. 

the temperature increases, 
an A-horizon. The complete 
dystic Acrisol and chromic 

In the eastern part the rainfall is much less and the soils are 
slightly leached chromic Luvisols. In this dry and warm area an A-horizon 
is absent or badly developed. The degree of leaching occurring in these 
Luvisols must be explained by leaching during the rain\• season when rain
fall is slightly higher than evaporation or a much wetter climate in the 
past. 

Par ent material mainly determines the di fference between volcanic and non
volcanic soils Within the Basement its influence is relatively more impor
tant than on the volcanic deposits of Mt. Kenya. On granitoid gneisses more 
sandy soils develop, while on gneisses rich in ferromagnesian minerals more 
clayey soils develop. 

The landform is also important. The scarp of the plateau as well 
small ridges in the Basement System suffer from a lot of erosion 
their shape. This gives a strong juvenation of the soils. 

The low inf iltration in the relatively compact Luuisols 
sensitivity for sealing of surface layers, causes a lot of 
sometimes resulting in excessive erosion. 
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Another factor in the soil formation, especially in the east 
the area is the presence of man and his actiuity. The practice of 
cultiuation with a short fallow period and overgrazing causes a 

part of 
s.hifting 
lot of 

erosion. This erosion reduces the natura! ferti!ity and causes a constant 
rejuvenation of the landscape. 

At the deposits of Mt. Kenya on!y the cu!tiuation on very steep s!opes 
gives erosion. The erosion hazard is not very large because of high 
infi!tration and vegetation cover. 

3.5.2. Genera! properties of the soil 

Between the soi!s deve!oped on !aha1· and those developed 
rocks is a clear distinction. The soi!s on lahar are 
drained, very deep, dark red to dark reddish brown, 
friable, c!ay (mainly humic NITOSOLS). 

on Basement System 
in general wel! 
very friab!e to 

The ua!!eybottoms, about 10% of the footridges, are in genera! wel! to 
poorly drained, deep to very deep, dark reddish brown, friab!e, clay (humic 
NJTOSOLS, humic and g!eyic ACRISOLS). 

The soi!s deve!oped in the up!ands developed on !ahar are in 
wel! drained, deep, dark reddish brown, friab!e to firm, clay 
humic, ferric and chromic ACRISOLS). 

genera! 
(main!y 

The soi!s deve!oped on the Basement System rocks are somewhat 
excessive!i• to wel! drained, moderately deep to deep, dark red to dark 
reddish brot.m 1 friable to firn., sandy c!ay to clay (orthic and chromic 
LUVISOLS). 

The acidity of the soi!s decreases with a!titude. The higher parts of 
the footridges have a pH of about 4.0 which increases to about 5.0 at the 
lower footl'idges. In the LWISOLS a pH of 7.0 to 8.0 is not uncommon. 

3.5.3. Systematics and nomenclature of the soil mapping units 

The broadest category of the legend is based on geomorpho!ogy. These land 
types were subclassed by the parent material on which the soils are deue
loped. The third entry in the legend are the soil characteristics. 

The fol!owing letters were used in the soil mapping units symbols: 

Physiography 
M mountains and major scarps 
H hills and minor scarps 
R mountain footridges 
B bottomlands 

Geology (parent material) 
B basic and u!trabasic rocks 
G granitoids and granits 
P (un)consolidated pyroc!asstic rocks 

L 
u 
p 
v 

plateaus 
uplands 
plains 
major val!eys 

F gneisses rich in ferromagnesian materia!s 
Q granitoid gneisses 
U undifferentiated gneisses 
1 phono!i tes 
A non recent a!luvial sediments of uarious origin 
X different parent materia!s 
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Soil characteristics 
C complex 
h humic topsoil (>1% organic C) 

3.6. Vegetation and land use 

p moderately deep 
1,2 genera! subdiuision 

There are many differences in uegetation, 
ces and human inf luences. 

due to enuironmental circumstan-

Fig. 3.5. shows the ecological zones in the area. These zones 
distinguished on basis of color differences on a satellite photo 
January 1982 and field obseruations. The main criterium interpretating 
satellite photo was the red color intensity, reflecting the amount 
biomass. 

are 
from 

the 
of 

In the very wet north-western part (zone 0) mountaineous rain forest, 
characterized by Podocarpus rnilijaniformis, can be found and secundary 
forest at places where the original forest has been cut for timber wood, 

Moving down to the less wet parts of the forest it changes slowly into 
the abundantly with tea cultivated shamba's (zone la), 

The zones Ib and !la are characterized by the cultivation of coffee 
and lots of food crops, like maize, beans, bananas and mangoes. A lot of 
trees, like Erythrina abyssinica, Croton megalocarpus and Grerillea robus
ta, have been planted between the permanently cultivated plots. Remnants of 
the original rain forest (Newtoia buchanani the "mukui") can still be 
admirE>d 1 E>Specially in the valleys. 

More to the E:<ast we find a plateau which is characterized by thE> 
cultivation of cotton, maizE>, pigeon pE>a and sisal. Some parts are also 
left fallow as Combretum savanna. This is a major East African savanna type 
and characterizE>d by various broad leaved Cornbretum species which give it 
an orchard appearance. 

Zone II Ia and b form the transition to semi-arid circumstances in thE> 
E:<ast part of the arE>a. Zone lila is characterized by amore water requiring 
vegetation. 

In the uplands, the lower semi-arid part of thE> area (zone IV, V and 
VI), WE! find a vast area of Acacia Commiphora bushland, which differs from 
place to place in the aroount of covering the soil. This depends principally 
on the grazing intensity and the lE>ngth of thE> fallow period after the 
cultiuation of millet and sorghum. Zone VI is the driest part of these 
uplands due to the rainy shadow of Mumoni forest. The mountains and hills 
in the east part of thE> area are couerE:<d wi th a thick bush and forest, 
because in the past measures were taken to prevent that these places wet·e 
used for cultivation and charcoal making. 

3.7. The zone concept 

The previous paragraphs show that the area is charactE>rized by a strong 
zonation, concerning all kinds of environmental variables, especially rain
fall and teroperature. These variables can't be influenced by the individual 
farmer, but those variables influence the cropping pattern and farming 
system very strongly in this area. 

A team of the KSS (Braun, 1982) made an agro-climatic classification 
of Kenya based on a combination of soil rooisture availability (r/Eo), see 
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Table 3,3. and Fig,3.6., and temperature (îable 3.2. and Fig. 3.4.), Be
sides Braun calculated probabilities of moisture deficit (the chance that 
rainfall < 2/3 r/Eo), Furthermore he gave probabili ties of erop failure for 
maize. His work resulted in undermentioned soil moisture availability 
zones, also giving the chance of failure of maize in the different zones. 

Zone r/Eo(%) Classification Risk of failure adapted r11aize 

1 >80 hum~d ex tremely low (0-1%) 
Il 65-80 sub-humi d very low ( 1-5%) 
11 l 50-65 semi-humid fairly low (5-10%) 
IV 40-50 semi-humid/semi-arid low (10-25%) 
v 25-40 semi-arid high (25-75%) 
VI 15-25 ar id very high (75-95%) 
VI 1 (15 very ar id ex treroely high (95-100%) 

Table 3.3. The soil moisture availabili ty zones of Braun. 

Ano ther team (Jaetzold, 1983) also determined zones in the area based 
on rainfall, temperature and the pattern of erop occurrence. The so called 
agro-ecological zones, The agro-ecological zones are shown in Fig. 3.7. The 
codes in the different zones are explained in Table 3.4. 

UH Upper Highland zone 
LH Lo~Jer Highland zone 
LM Upper Mi dl and zone 
LM Lower Mi dl and zone 
IL Inner Lowland zone 

Subscribt:O=per-huroid 
l=humid 
2=sub-humid 
3=sern i -hum id 
4=transitional 
5=semi-arid 

LHO=Forest 
LHl=Tea-diary zone 
UMl=Cof fee-tea zone 
UM2=Main coffee zone 
UM3=Marginal coffee zone 
LM3=Co t ton zone 
LM4=Marginal cotton zone 
LM5=Livestock-millet zone 
IL5=Livestock-millet zone 

Table 3.4. Explanation of the agro-ecological zones. 
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Fig. 3.7. Map showing the agro-ecological zones in the project area. 
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The name agro-ecological zone suggests an ecological suitability for 
the crops in those zones. This is not correct and it would be better to 
call these zones agro-climatological zones, because the classification is 
only based on climatical data and field observations concerning the occur
rence of crops and is not related to other ecological factors than climate. 
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4. THE CEREAL CROPS.AND THEIR CULTIVATION 

4.1. lntroduction 

In the Chuka area Maize, Bulrush millet and Sorghum are the generally grown 
cereal crops. The cereals are mentioned in order of importance, starting 
with maize. The added maR 1. (Appendix Al shows the occurrence of the 
different cereals. These ceireals are the staple food for the population in 
this area. The crops are not grown for any other purpose. 

Maize is the most popular one of the three. This is mainly due to lts 
high yielding potential in ecological suitable areas. Besides it is not 
damaged by bi rds, i t is seldom ser i ously damaged by pes ts and dl seases, i t 
doesn't require much labour in cultivation and processing and a lot of 
people find maize more palatable than the other cereals. 

4.2. Maize 
Zea mays, Bembe 

4.2.1. Varieties 

A large number of cultivars of maize is found all over the world, belonging 
to different grain types, There is a strong heterozygosity, because maize 
is a cross-pollinating erop. It is doubtful whether any two seeds in the 
same ear have the same genotype, because of open pollination. So cultivars 
names have less meaning than for example in the case of self-pollinating 
crops or vegetatively propagated crops (Purseglove, 1972). 

All maize which is grown in the project area is of the flint grain 
type. The type of cultivars which are grown depends on the variation in the 
local conditions. 

In the lower parts of the area only Katumani Composites are grown. 
Katumani Composites are bred by growing a number of varieties of diverse 
genetic cornposition on the same shamba, giving them the possibility of free 
interpollination. Improvement is possible by continua! selection. An advan
tage is that farmers can use the seed after selection, for many successive 
years. Katumani Cornposites are short maturing varieties, maturing in 4 
rnonths when they are grown between an altitude of 1200 and 1500 m. They are 
grown in areas with a short rainfall duration. In the project area they are 
found below 1000 m, that means east of longitude 37 44'[, 

In the higher parts of the area, west of longitude 37 44'E, only 
hybrids are grown. Hybrids are bred by crossing inbred lines or varieties 
under conditions of controlled pollination. The bred hybrids are indicated 
by three figures. The first figure indicates the approximate altitude at 
which the erop has been bred: 6 for Ki tale (6000 feet) and 5 for Ernbu (5000 
feet), The second figure indicates the type of hybrid: 1 for varietal 
hybrid (when a variety is used as one of the parents) and 2 or 3 for a 
classica! hybrid (when inbred lines are used as the parents), The last 
figure is a serie number. The classica! hybrids give the best results 
between 1200 and 1500 m, whi le var iet al hybr i ds are sui ted to alti tudes of 
1500 m. 

The Embu hybrids are sui table for areas wi th a medium rainfall dura-
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tion of 3,5 to 4 months. They mature in about 5 months. The hybrids 511, 
512 and 513 are grown on nearly every shamba in the area above 1000 m. 
Sometimes they are mixed. 

The Ki tale hybrids are bred for higher areas with a long wet season of 
at least 5 months. Thei• mature in about 6-8 months. The exact growing 
period depends on the altitude at which they are cultivated. On just a few 
non-comprehensive sample sites near the border of Mount Kenya, the hybrid 
612 was found. 

The hybrids give hiqher responses than local varieties, but they 
require higher input- and m~nagement levels. ~~i thout good management and a 
high level of input growing hybrids is a waste. Fresh seed is required 
every season. Second generation seed wil! result in a variable population 
and low yield levels. Only very few farmers are still growing local varie
ties. Yellow maize was found on one non-comprehensiue sample site. lt was 
imported from the Uni ted States of America and for the first time grown 
during the first rainy season of 1985. The performance til! now was quite 
good, according to the farmer. 

4.2.2. Field operations 

The timing of the field operations for maize wil! vary from site to site, 
mainly due to the variation in climate and soils within the area. For the 
timing of the field operations, see Fig. 4.1. The cultivation calender of 
n1aize. 

harvesting harvesting 

we &hu weeding & husbandry weeding & husbandry 

planting planting 

p1·eparation preparat ion 

'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'--' Ja Fe Ma Ap Ma Ju Ju Au Se Oc No De 

Fig. 4.1. The cultivation calender of maize. 

Land preparation 

The land preparation is carried out in March just before the onset of the 
first rains and in September and October before the second rains. The 
preparation is always perforroed by hand, using a (forked) jembe or a panga, 
see Fig 4.2., the cul tivation tools. The main activi ties are, removing erop 
rests of the last season, weeding and turning and loosening the topsoil to 
get a good seedbed. Only one out of twelve farmers stated to mix the 
topsoil with mulch during the preparation. Sometimes lines are made to sow 
the maize. lf maize is planted on ridge these ridges wil! be a remain of 
the tobacco cultiuation the previous season. 
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Fig. 4.2. The cultivation tools. 

Planting, seeding and fertilizing 

Just before the onset of the rains in March and October the seeds are put 
rnanually inteo t~1e soil. Usually holes are made instead of lines, Two seeds 
are put in euery hole, which will result in one or two stalks. The row 



spacing varies between 70 and 100 cm; the intra row spacing varies between 
40 and 60 crn. Eight out of twelve farmers applied manure and five out of 
twelve used chemical fertilizer (20N-20P or 20N-10P-10K). 1 t is impossible 
to give any exact indication about the applied quantities; some farmers 
applied one hand of manure in every plantpi t. The manure or chemical ferti
lizer is mixed wi th the soil in the plantpi t before seeding. Next the seeds 
are covered by a layer of topsoil varying in thickness (2,5-10 cm) depen
ding on the soil moisture content. 

Weeding 

Heeding is performed twice every season by using a panga. The first time 2 
weeks after the onset of the rains. The second weeding is done 8 weeks 
after the onset of the rains. 

Crop protection. 

Earthworms are the greatest pest to the maize in this area. These worms 
attack the rootsystem of the maize, especially during rainy seasons, when 
they are rnoving up from the deeper subsoil to the wet topsoil. When it is 
getting drier they t~i thdraw again in the deeper subsoil. All the farmers 
complained about these worms. 

Beside worms, the stalkborer (Busseola fusca) is the worst pest. 
Larvae eat the upper parts of the leaves and penetrate to the centre of the 
plant. They and the later generations feed on the growing point and the 
later developing ears. 

On some shamba's white leaf blight (Helminthosporiurn turcicum) is 
obserued. Symp toros are ov al, grey, paper ly lesi ons on the leaves. Thi s 
disease didn't seem to be very severe. There appears to be a certain degree 
of resistence in particular varieties~ Farmers didn't have any complaints 
about the occurrence of this disease. 

Conservation practices and rotation 

Six of the twelve farmers took some measures to protect the soil. Making 
trashlines is very common, but also grass- and stonelines were found in 
·sorne shamba's. Even terraces were build by some farmers. 

Most farmers grow rnaize continuously on the sarne shamba. Just some of 
them practise kind of rotation. Most common are rotations of maize, beans 
and pigeon pea. The shamba's are never left fallo•i for one or more seasons 
in the area were maize occurs. 

4.2.3. Harvesting 

Maize is physiologically mature, that rneans no accumulation of dry matter 
any more, •ihen the rnoisture content is about 35%. lt is left on the field 
to whither completely and harvested at a moisture content of 19 to 20%, 
because at this stage i t can safely be stored at the cob. Maize is harves
ted rnanually during the months July and August at the end of the first 
season and for the second season during January and February. Sometimes the 
maize is harvested in stages. This depends on the regularity of maturing 
and on the need of food of the farmer and his family. The stalks are used 
as food for the cows or left on the field for trashlining. 
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4.2.4. Processing 

The cobs are dried on a floor in the sun after the husks have been 
of. Further the\' are stored in a crib/cradling an elevated store wi th 
netting. Another procedure is that all the grains are taken of the 
immediatel\• after harvesting to dry them in the sun. When they are dry 
will be stored in a bag. 

The majority of the maize is grind into flour for making 
grains may also be cooked and mixed with beans to 'githeri", 
maize which is not completely dry is roasted and eaten on the 

4.3. Bulrush millet 
Pennisetum typhoides, Mwere 

4.3.1. Varieties 

11 ugali 11
• 

Some of 
cob. 

taken 
wired 

cobs 
they 
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Bulrush millet has a number of cultivated types. Some authors (Purseglove, 
1972) consider all those types as a single collective species, while others 
indicate them as different species. Four different types are cultivated in 
this area. All the types are early maturing and of local origin. The types 
can be subdivided in a group without and a group with bristles, The one 
with bristles is less liable to bird damage. The different types of millet 
heads are shown in Fig. 4.4. 

Just the last f i f teen years some breedi ng progr ammes are s t arted at 
Serere in Uganda. Some important selection criteria in the breeding prog
rams of millet are: high yielding, disease resistence, early and medium 
maturing and the presence of bristles; 

4,3.2. Field operations 

Due to the strong climatic variation in the area and the consequent 
rences in growing period in the east and west part of the with 
cultivated area, there is also a variation in the timing of the 
operations. For the timing of the field operations, see Fig 4.3. The 
vation calender of millet. 

harvesting harvesting 

w & h weeding & husbandry weeding & husb. 

planting planting 

preparation preparation 

1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 
Ja Fe Ma Ap Ma Ju Ju Au Se Oc No De 

Fig. 4.3. The cultivation calender of millet. 
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Fig. 4.4. Four types of millet heads occurring in the project area. 

L 
Land preparation 

The soil preparation exists of removing erop rests or mulching, weeding, 
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loosening the soil and eventually the construction of trashlines or stone
lines. For the soil prepa1·ation a panga, a rnorro or a (forked) jembe is 
used, see Fig. 4.2. Also a plough is often used especially in the drier 
areas between longitude 37 45'E and 37 52'E. In this area the majority of 
the shamba's is ploughed. This is mainly due to the favourable physiograp
hy, the size of the shamba's, the absence of stones or rocks and the 
availibility of cattle. The soil preparation is carried out immediately 
after the harvest from the be9innin9 of February till the first week of 
March and from the beginnina of August till half September. 

·\ 
Planting, seeding and fertilizing 

Bulrush millet is planted during both rainy seasons, there is no preference 
for the first or second rains. Planting is done in March before the first 
rains and in September and October before the second rains. The farmers 
select their seed from their own stock. For the planting of millet a hole 
is made with a panga or morro. About five seeds are put in every hole. The 
plant density (pits/m2) varies from 1,5 to 3,5. Expressed in heads/m2, we 
see a variat1on between 7 and 18 headsim2• The spacing of millet is very 
irregular, it is never planted in rows, and principally cropped in pure 
stands. Just some cropping combinations were found on a few shamba's : 

millet-green gram 
millet-cotton 
mi liet-sorghum 
mi llet-mai ze 

About 50% of the farmers applied manure, which is mixed with the soil 
in the plantins hole before adjoining the seed. None of the farmers used 
any kind of chemica! fertilizer, About 25% of the shamba's are not ferti
lized or mulched at all. 

Weedlng 

The weeding is carried out two times during every growing period. The first 
weeding 2-4 weeks af ter the onset of the rains and the second one af ter 8 
weeks. 

Crop protection 

Monkeys, birds, especially Quelea, and worms are the greatest pests to the 
millet. Monkeys only occur in the area east of longitude 37 52'E. Fourteen 
out of sixteen farmers complained about damage caused by birds. The erop is 
during daylight permanently protected by a person who chases the eating 
birds by throwing stones and shouting. Also bow and arrow are often used to 
chase them. The introduction of millet types with bristles may reduce the 
damage caused by bi rds. 

Als-o warms. are a severe threat, namely all the farmers complained 
about it. During the first weeks of the rains the worms move up from the 
subsoil and attack the young roots of the plants. Same farmers applied erop 
rotation to avoid too much damage. None of the farmers complained about any 
other disease. There are no chemicals used at all. 

Conseruation practices and rotation 

On more than 50% of the shamba's a kind of soil conservation practice is 
carrled out, Most common is the use of trashlines along the contour lines 
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and mulching. These two practises have a very sharp effect on the erop 
performance, especially in the drier areas, due to the extra conservation 
of water. For example, the erop performance is is much better and the 
estimated yields are about three times higher along trashlines. Also mea
sures like the construction of terraces, grass- and stonelines are taken, 
but these are very few. 

In the east part of the area, east of longitude 37 52'E, shifting 
cultivation is still very common, farmers occupying a piece of land for a 
short period to leave it again for a fallow period. In this region the land 
is s t i 11 communal. Mov i ng ~o the west the land is permanen tly occup i ed and 
private property. Millet is grown continuously on the same shamba. Only a 
strong erop rotation is found in the wetter areas, which are suitable fora 
larger number of crops. 

4.3.4. Harvesting 

Harvesting is done when the millet has completely dried on the field. In 
June and July for the first season and from the beginning of January til! 
half February for the second season. The majority of the millet shamba's 
show a strong irregularity, irregularity between individual plants as wel! 
as between patches within the sharnba. Due to the irregularity and the need 
of food of the farmer, the millet heads are harvested in stages. The millet 
heads are cut off wi th a kni fe by the women and taken home in big bags. The 
stalks remain on the field and are eaten by the co"1s, used as mulch or for 
trashlining during the next season. 

4.3.5. Processing 

The millet heads are dropped on a prepared floor at the homestead. Then 
they are beaten with a stick to get out the grains. After that the millet 
is winnowed. Nearly all the millet is made into 'uji'. To prepare 'uji' the 
grains are rubbed on a stone joining water and cooked af terwards. Some 
people also like to make beer of it. 

4.4. Sorghum 
Sorghum bicolor, Nufia 

Sorghum occurs in only a small part of the project area, see map 1. (Appen
dix A) and even in thi s part the number of sharnba' s covered by sorghum is 
qui te small. Very few shamba's are pure cropped. 1 t does occur on qui te a 
lot of shamba's as a few individual plants of different varieties between 
the other crop(s). Because of the occurrence at a small scale and the wide 
range in varieties it was not really relevant to evaluate the erop perfor
mance and to do harvest measurements. It should be remarked that sorghum, 
especially the type with open panicle, is cultivated abundantly during the 
first rainy season in contrast to its occurrence during the second season 
when the measurements were carried out. 
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4.4.1. Varieties 

lt seems to be impossible to recognize all the cultivated sorghums as one 
species Sorghum bi co lor. Snot"den (1936) exarni ned 3000 specimen of all over 
the world cultivated sorghums and found 31 species, 157 varieties and 571 
forms. All the species cross easily and a wide range of genetic characteri
st ics can occur in a large number of combinations. Still, according to some 
authors, the species boundaries are too vague and there are all kinds of 
intermediates, so it is preferable to group all the cultivated sorghums 
into one single species: Sorghum bicolor (Purseglove, 1972). 

All the sorghums cultivated in the project area are grain sorghums, 
principally cultivated for their grains. The subdivision of the cultivated 
sorghums is based on the shape of the panicle and the colour of the grains. 
They can be distinguished in: 

a. Compact, goose-necked panicles. The type is called milo and contains 
white or red/brown grains. It has lts origin in North Africa. 

b. Compact, erect, cylindric panicles. These ones are called hegari. The 
plant, especially the panicle, has a chalky appearance. The grains 
are white or red. This one has also its origin in North Africa. 

c, Open panicles with white to yellow or red grains. The 
lasts two seasons; after the second rainy season the 
ratooned to flower the first rainy season. 

The different groups are shown in Fig. 4.6. 

cultivation 
plants are 

The first two groups occur principally east of longitude 37 45'E, see 
map 1. The third group occurs sporadicly west of longitude 37 45'E. These 
small sites are not indicated on the map. The different sites of occurrence 
is due to the prefered growing conditions of the different sorghums. 

4.4.2. Field operations 

There is much variation in the timing of the fieldoperations for sorghum, 
because of the strong distribution of different varieties over the area, 
There won't be so much variation in the timing of the field operations of 
the two compact sorghums, see Fig 4.5. The cultivation calender of sorghum. 

harvesting harvesting 

w & h weeding & husbandry weed, & husb. 

planting planting 

preparation preparation 

1 __ 1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 
Ja Fe Ma Ap Ma Ju Ju Au Se Oc No De 

Fig. 4.5. The cultivation calender of the compact sorghums. 
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Land preparation 

The land preparation is performed in either Februari or September. The 
preparation exists of weeding, loosening and turning the soil. It is car
ried out with a panga, jembe, morro or a plough. See fig. 4.2. 

Planting, seeding and fertilizin9 

The planting is done as ea~ly as possible, just before the onset of the 
rains. Sorghum responds 1,;~ll to early planting. Planting of the compact 
types is done during both rainy seasons. Some farmers stated to prefer the 
second rainy season, because the rainfall is lower and the rains are less 
reliable. Drought occurring during this period seldom harms the sorghum. 
The open panicle type is principally planted during the second season. The 
ratooning is carried out at the end of the short dry period, half March. 

Sorghum is seldom purely cropped. Usually a lot of individual plants 
are found on a shamba, mixed with another, dominating, erop. Especially in 
the lower areas it is mixed with millet. 

The farmers in the lower areas select 
selecting the biggest and healthiest ones. 
local market. The planting holes are made 
spacing is usually very irregular. 

their ~.eed themselves, just 
Somet imes they buy them on the 
with a panga or a morro. The 

Some farmers applied manure, chemical fertilizer isn't applied at all. 

Weeding 

l~eeding is performed two times during a growing season. The first one two 
or three weeks af ter emergency and the second one af ter about eight weeks. 

erop protection 

Birds is one of the main causes of erop loss. Quelea quela aethiopica, 
which occurs in large numbers in East Africa, is the most severe one. One 
method of protecting the sorghum is by chasing the birds, but this requires 
a lot of labour. There are several kinds of resistance against birds 1 for 
example: growing va1·ieties with bitter seed but those are not very palatab
le, growing goose-necked varieties which are only attacked at the upside of 
the panicle or 9rowin9 varieties with glumes and awns. 

Sorghum is also attacked by all kinds of fungal diseases, especially 
anthracnose (eoletotrichem) and leaf blight (Helminthosporium), Besides 
Sorghum is attacked by all kinds of insects. erop protection is a very 
neglected subject. 

eonservation practices and rotation 

The majority of the shamba's are trashlined, Sometimes stonelines are build 
instead of trashlines. 

erop rotation is seldom carried out. This is also due to the fact that 
the lahd is just sui table for a very small number of different crops. 

4.4.3. Harvesting 

Harvesting is done by the wives of the farmers in three stages during the 
months Januari and Februari for the second season, and during the period 
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for the first season, The panicles are cut with a knife or 
by hand. The stalks are used for trashlining during the next 

The open panicle types are ratooned at the end of the short dry 
season. The advantage is that they have many tillers (10-30) at the end of 
next season. 

4.4.4. Processing 
·'1 

The sorghum is dried in the sun, trashed and winnowed. Next i t is grinded 
coarsely in a trunk or between two stones to make "ugali" or "uji". Further 
the sorghum is fermented, because people think non fermented sorghum is 
very unpalatable, 
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5. HARVESTS, CROP PERFORMANCE; RESULTS AND DISCUSSicc-IS 

5.1. Maize 

5.1.1. Relationship between ear size and grain yield 

The existence of this correlation between ear size and grain yield is well 
known from literature (Hesselmark, 1978). Now it is necessary to appoint 
the relation for this specific situation. 

In total 12 maize harvests were carried out at the comprehensive 
sample sites. Inaccurate administration and the disappearance of several 
maize ears of the drying rack during the first week, made that only B of 
the 12 harvests could be used for analysis, because the data of the other 4 
harvests were considered to be unreliable. 

There may be small differences in the exact correlation for the diffe
rent harvests, due to different soil mapping units and varieties. In spite 
of that all the ears of those B harvests, of different varieties and on 
different soil mapping units, were put together for analysis. From litera
ture it is well known that this procedure is more often used. So a total of 
B harvests, containing 154 ears was used for analysis. Irregular ears and 
not completely filled ears were left out of consideration, 

Two simple linear r2gression equations to describe the relation 
ween ear size (lxc in cm ) and grain yield per ear (H in g) are known 
tested for analysis: 

a. H=atb(lxc) 
b. l~=atb1 l tb2

c 

bet
and 

After computing all the data, the first~equation appeared to give a little 
bit better correlation coefficient, R~=0,97 1 than the second equation. 
Deviations are due to thicker layers of grains or husks, irregular ears or 
emp ty places on the ears. And besi des to measuremen t errors. The rel at ion 
given af ter analysing is: 

H=-6,59t0 1 39(lxc) 2 R =0,97 

All the combinations of 
Different statistica! 
given in Table 5.1. 

l and c, and H were put in a diagram, see Fig 5.1. 
values as a result of the statistica! analysis are 

·~=96.9 g 

lxc=263,5 cm2 

n=154 

Sw=49 1 0 

s
1 

=107,5 
XC 

Standard error of the linear regression Sw=24 1 9 

Table 5.1. Some statistical values of the analysis. 
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Those 8 harvests were taken on 5 different soil mapping units, qui te 
equally distributed wi thin the both sample strips. The harvests contained 
three different uarieties: Katumani Composite Band the hybrids 511 and 
512. 

In view of the different soils, the climatic uariation and the harves
ted varieties, there doesn't seem to be so much variation in the ear sizes. 
Both the standard error of the linear regression and the correlation coef
ficient are quite reasonable. The correlation coefficient uaries a bit 
with variety and soil mapping unit, but this doesn't seem to be signifi-
cant. ·\ 

Also scores were give~ for erop performance of the individual plants 
as well as for the overall erop performance. These scores were after all 
not taken into account for the calculation of the relation, because the 
data of ear sizes are much more reliable in contrast with those scores of 
erop performance. 

5.1.2. Maize yield data 

The results of the 12 harvests, 7 in sample strip A and 5 in B, are given 
in Table 5.2. All the 12 harvests represent just 6 soil mapping units. Just 
some of the in advance selected shamba's have finally been harvested, for 
the same reasons as in the case of millet, see paragraph 5.2.3. 

No. llocation IReconnais.IPlantd.IYield IVarietylYield expect. 
si te 1 1 1 earslm 21 Kg/ac. Kg/ha. J 1 farmer Kg/ac. 
A-6 199496-3601 LVC 12,2 1426 1065 Katum. 1180 
A-9 199498-3564 LPl 12,6 1367 918 511/5121375 
A-10 199522-3524 UPlh 11,9 1649 1623 511/5121275 
A-11 199567-3447 RPlh 11,5 1375 938 512 190 
A-12 199534-3492 RPlh 12,6 11093 2733 ? 1450 
A-13 199547-3475 RPlh 13,0 11283 3208 512 1720 
A-14 199556-3464 RPlh 12,7 1616 1540 511 1540 
B-6 199656-3636 Ui PC 12,2 1988 2470 Katum. 175 
B-9 199654-3620 U1P2p 12,8 1624 1560 Ka turn. 1720 
B-11 199664-3594 U1P2p 12,8 1853 2133 ? 1270 
B-13 199651-3582 U1P2p 12,3 11043 2608 512 1180 
B-14 199640-3554 RPlh 11,2 1306 765 512 190 
Table 5.2. Results of the maize harvests 

For the non-cornprehensive sample sites, on 81 shamba's the maize ears were 
actually rneasured. The average ear weight of the rneasured ears at a certain 
site was appointed by using the average ear size (lxc) and the described 
correlation. The obtained average ear weight was rnultiplied with the plant 
densi ty (ears/m2). So, an estimation of the yield in Kg/ac. could be calcu
lated. All the data of the non-comprehensiue sites can be found in Appendix 
D. A select ion cla';sified to soil mapping unit an AEZ of Jaetzold can be 
found in Appendix F. 

As far as has been checked, the rains have been qui te good in the western 
part during the second rainy season of 1985. They can be cornpared with the 
average rainfall. There is a very strong yield variation between shamba's 
at the sarne spot. Sometirnes the lowest yields are about 20% of the highest 
yields at the same soil mapping unit. 

The yields vary between neglectable at some spots near lshiara to more 
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than 2000 Kg/ac. at a site near Kigumo. Acland (1971) gives average yields 
of 1350 Kg/ac., while Jaetzold (1983) mentions levels of 1400 kg/ac. for 
Katumani and values of 2000 Kg/ac. for the h\ibrids 511/512. These indica
tive yields are obtained under circumstances of manuring, fertilizing and 
the application of chemicals. 

The yield differences between different soil mapping units is due to 
the differences between those units, eventually climatic variation and 
differences in farm-management and input level. The already mentioned yield 
differences wi thin the same soil mapping units, located at about the same 
spot, are very strong and only due to the variations in management and 
input level. This factor is very disturbing in the erop performance re
sul ts. So, it is impossible to draw any conclusion on the effects of soil 
and climate on basis of these erop performance data. 

Farm-management and input level prove to be very important. In the 
case of maize, the extent of manuring, fertilizing and the protection of 
the erop (eventually the application of chemicals) wil! play a very impor
tant role. Besides of course other practices, like-soil preparation, wee
ding, rotation, soil conservation practices, etc. 

5.2. Millet 

5.2.1. Relationship between plant density, score and yield 

The actual yield measurements, carried out at the comprehensive sites, have 
to be related to the according scores given during the har2esting. For 
every harvested shamba, the plant der1si ty (number of heads/m ) was deter
mined. Besides the average score per millet head for a harvested area was 
determined, 

The auerage score of all the millet heads at a certain site was 
determined by multiplying the score and the number of heads having that 
score for euery score group. Than the total of these five groups was added 
and divided by the total number of heads 1 so the average score per head is 
obtained, The lower the average score, the better the average performance 
per head. The higher the score, the more worse the performance. This trea
tement of the figures was carried out, supposing that there would be a 
relation between the average score per head and plant densi ty, and the 
yield. 

The plant densi ty (b) in heads/m2 was diuided by the average score per 
head (c). So a productivi ty factor bic was created, expressed b\• plant 
densi ty and auerage score per head, The higher the value of bic, the higher 
the plant density and/or the lower the score, That means a good performance 
of millet. A low value means a low plant den si ty and/or a high score, so a 
poor performance of millet. The calculation of the bic values and the 
yields of 14 haruests, see Table 5.3. gave the simplest linear regression 
of the shape: 

y=atbx 

So the data, yield (y) in Kg/ac. and the bic in heads/m2 values were put in a diagrari·, 
see Fig 5.2., which shows the relationship. The calculation gave the linear 
regression: 

y=-120,7 + 139,7b/c n=14 
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Fig. 5.2. Diagram showing the relation between b/c and the yield of millet. 
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Table 5,4 shows some statistica! fi9ures for the evaluation of this linear 
regression. 

In view of the small amount of harvest data and the lack of informa
tion about previous analysis of yield data of millet, this method of analy
sin9 the available data must just be seen as an attempt in search of 
reliable relation to estimate millet yields based on the 9athered data. The 
correlation coefficient of R2=0 97 is hiqh but the standard ertor of the 

' - ' linear re9ression is qui te large, fora 9ood reliability of the estimated 
harvests. More and larger inuestigations would probably lead to much better 
relationships, based on th~1same principle. 

No. 
site 
A-2 
A-3 
A-4 
A-5 
A-7 
A-8 
B-1 
B-2 
B-3 
B-4 
B-5 
B-7 
B-8 
B-10 
B-12 
Table 

1 Locat ion 
1 

IReconnais.IPl.dens~lav. 
1 lheads/m !score 

99495-3757 IU2F2p 18,4 13,55 
99514-3727 IU2F2p 19,9 3,89 
99515-3701 IU2FC2 17,7 3,99 
99503-3674 IU2FC2 19,9 3,55 
99495-3592 ILPl 110,3 3,66 
99493-3554 ILPl 110 18 3,45 
99625-3788 IU2QC1 17,2 3,56 
99617-3773 IU2QC1 110,7 3,72 
99624-3736 IU2Fl 18,5 3,48 
99629-3703 IU2Fl 18,9 3,40 
99637-3678 IU2Fl 110,8 3,37 
99650-3631 IU2F2p 117,4 3,57 
99654-3618 IU1P2p 18,8 3,56 
99666-3605 IU1P2p 110,7 3,74 
99651-3582 IU1P2p 117,6 13,56 
5.3. Results of the millet harvests. 

Y=289, 4 Kg/ac, 

b/c=2,94 

n=14 

b/c 

2,37 
2,55 
1,93 
2,79 
2,81 
3 ,13 
2,02 
2,88 
2,44 
2,62 
3,20 
4,87 
2,47 
2,86 
4,94 

Standard error of the linear regression: Sy=83,9 

IYield IExp.farmer 
!Kq/ac!Kq/ha Kq/ac. 
188 1220 180 
1191 1478 90 
1158 1395 135 
1514 11285 36 
1310 1775 514 
1327 1818 1440 
171 1178 
1195 1488 
1310 1775 
1349 1872 
1465 11163 
1575 11438 
1312 1780 
1190 1475 

90 
135 
54 
1080 
150 
90 

1511 11278 720 

Table 5.4. Some statistica! figures of the calculation. 

5.2.2. Scoring 

As alreidy described in paragraph 2.4.3. scoring is a uery subjective 
method in doing harvest estimations. There is a strong uariation in the 
weight of different heads belon9in9 to the same scoring group. The strong 
variation in the weigths is mainly due to the fact that it was my first 
experience in scoring of crops. On the other hand it is impossible to avoid 
variation in weigths, because you have to cover a whole range of weights of 
millet heads with just five scoring groups. But the extent of overlap 
between the weights of the diifferent groups, giues an indication of the 
quality of the scoring procedure in the field. Table 5,5. gives some fi-
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gures on the scoring of the millet. The maximum and minimum values give an 
indication of the overlap. 

Scorinq qroup 1 1 2 3 4 5 
Avera9e weight 120,47 9 115,87 9 19,38 g 13,96 g 11,19 9 
Maximum wei9ht 130 '09 9 127'11 g 112, 71 9 16,06 9 12' 80 g 
Minimum weigth 115,03 g 18,27 g 14,20 g 12, 11 g 10,28 g 
Standard error 14,40 15,55 12,80 11,25 10,82 
Table 5.5. The different values of the scor i n9 9roups. 

Scores for overall erop performance have also been given, taking into 
consideration the densi ty of heads and the performance of the individual 
heads. This appeared to be even more difficult than scoring for individual 
heads. That is why these figures are not taken into consideration and not 
mentioned in the report. 

5.2.3. Millet yield data 

A number of 15 millet shamba's was harvested on 6 different soil mapping 
units, 6 in sample strip A and 9 in 8 1 qui te equally distributed over the 
area in which millet occurs, see map 1. The harvesting results of those 15 
shamba's are mentioned in Table 5.3. Not all the in advance selected sham
ba's could be harvested in the end, due to all kinds of reasons. Sometimes 
farmers were not found at home or didn't give permission in the end or the 
shamba didn' t appear to be so sui table to be harvested. Another ve1·y large 
problem met during the first field days was, that most farmers had already 
started harvesting the millet near Tana river. The reason for harvesting in 
a very early stage, when the erop is not yet completely ripe, is food 
shoi-tage. So we were too late, in spl te of all the investigation in advan
ce. Harvesting started about one week earlier, than farmers had stated 1 

resultin9 in 'running after the harvests' during the first weeks. That is 
the reason why just a small amount of non-comprehensive sample sites ac
tually was estimated (see Appendix E). In spite of that qui te a lot of 
shamba's were visited just to ask the yield of that season. Just at 44 
sites the millet heads were actually evaluated and the plant der1si ty coun
ted to get an estimation of the yield. All the data of the non-comprehen
sive sample sites can be found in Appendix E. A selection of the actually 
evaluated shamba's can be found in Appendix G. 

In the first place the total amount of rain during the last 9rowing 
season has been less than in average years in the eastern part of the area, 
according to what farmers stated. Next to the total amount of rainfall, the 
distribution and the onset of the rains are very important, especially in 
the case of millet. 

In spite of the rain shortage, as farmers stated, the erop performance 
was good. Remarkable is, that there is a strong difference between shamba's 
at the same spot. Some of them have a neglectable harvest, while others 
give very good yields. The yields vary between neglectable and 600 Kg/ac. 
Acland (1971) gives average values of 180 Kg/ac. and 680 Kg/ac. under 
optimal circumstances. Jaetzold (1983) gives values of 800 Kg/ac. under 
circumstances of good husbandry (application of manure, chemica! fertilizer 
and chemicals for erop protection). So the yield estimations for this area 
appear to be qui te high, especially when there was really shortage of rain 
last season. A systematical mistake couldn't be discovered in the measure
ments/evaluation nei ther in the data processing. 
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Yield differences between soil mapping units are due to differences in 
soil properties, climate , farm-management and input level. Yield differen
ces wi thin soil units are caused by differences in management and input 
level, when those units lie within a short distance of each other. 

Talking about farm-management and input level there are a lot of 
factors which play an important role and affect the erop performance. For 
exarnple the clearing or history of cropping and, especially for millet, the 
date of planting and other practices like weeding, soil conservation and 
water conseruation. Special attention has .to be paid to the chasing of 
birds and monkeys one of the worst threats to the development of a good 
erop. The effects of diseases seems to be limi ted. 

If t~e look at the estimations in Appendix E, the farm-management and 
input level appear to be very confusing, which makes i t difficult or impos
sible to distinguish different soil mapping units, concerning their suita
bility for millet just on basis of erop performance figures. 

5.3. Sorghum 

For sorghum no harvests were carried out, nei ther any measurements have 
taken place. Some farmers were asked to estimate the expected yield. The 
estimations varied from 45 Kg/ac. to 180 Kg/ac. Comparing the estimations 
of the farmers wi th the actual yields in the case of maize and millet, the 
estimations appeared to be very unreliable. Probably this is the same in 
the case of sorghum. Jaetzold (1983) giues average yields under circumstan
ces of good husbandry of about 1600 Kg/ac. depending on the chosen variety. 

A genera! impression is, that the erop performance of sorghum in pure 
stands is much better than when it is intercropped with millet. 

5.4. Field work and labour input 

Much of the time spend during the weeks of fieldwork, see time table 
Appendix C, was lost by driuing to the far areas near Tana river. 

The actual harvesting and interuiewing on maize and millet shamba's 
the non-lasted usually about one and a half hour. The evaluation on 

comprehensive sample sites lasted usually a half an hour to three quarters 
of an hour. 

During the weeks of fieldwork, 10 hours a day during 6 days a week was 
spent in the field. Arriuing home another three quarters of an hour were 
spent to store the harvested heads or ears ar1d to dü some adrroini•-tration of 
the measurements of that day. 

The fieldwork in the sample strip B is not completely carried out up 
to the forest border of Mount Kenya, because of illness of myself. Sample 
strip A was much further completed, but not fully to the forest border. By 
losing time for recovery again a situation of 'running after the haruests" 
arose. Ä lack of data, which is shown in the Appendices was the inevitable 
effect, 

Anyway, after all the area appeared to be too large to do thoroughly 
erop investigations in such a short period by only one team operating from 
one residence. 
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6. LPND EVALUATION 

6.1. lntroduction 

Land evaluation is the process of assessing land performance when used for 
a specific purpose. This process involves the execution and interpretation 
of surveys and studies of l?ndforms, soils, vegetation, climate and other 
aspects of land in order t. identify and compare promising kinds of land 
use in terms applicable to the objectives of the evaluation (FAO, 1976). 

A land evaluation, of the actual situation in a certain area, is 
generally carried out in two stages, namely an ecological analysis followed 
by a socio-economie analysis. The present evaluation is just an ecolo9ical 
land evaluation of the Chuka area, 

6.2. The land evaluation procedure 

6.2.1. Different stages of an ecological land evaluation 

A. Select ion of the LUTs. 
At an early stage in the land evaluation procedure the specific kinds 
of land use are well defined. The relevant Land Utilization Types (LUTs) 
are identified and described. 

B. Determination of the requirements of the relevant land uses. 
Each erop has the same basic needs for 9ood performance. The level of 
certain requirements, not only to survive but also for optimum 
product ion, is very diverse for different crops. So when a Land Unit 
(LU) is under consideration, it depends on the demanding crop(s) if that 
land unit is very suitable for the crop(s) or if it is less suitable. 

C. Determination of the Land Units (LU), their Land Qualities (LQ) and Land 
Characteristics (LC). 
A land unit is an aggre9ation of one or more soil mapping units occur
rin9 in one agro-ecological zone and possessing the same land quality 
rating. Land characteristics aften don't affect the land suitability in 
an indisriminate way, therefore they are aggragated to clusters called 
land qualities. These land qualities cover the requirements of land use 
and influence the suitability more or less independently of each other. 

D. Compilation of the conversion tables. 
The conversion tables for different LUTs are compiled on basis of the 
erop requirements, the land quality rating and the different defined 
suitability classes. So the resulting conversion tables give the 
different land quality ratings for the distin9uished suitability 
classes. On basis of these tables every land unit can be classified 
accordin9 to its l•nd quality ratings fora certain LUT. 

E. The process 
Matching is 
attributes 

of matching and suitability classification. 
the process of comparin9 the requirements of 
(land quali ties) of a land unit. This is 
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conversion tables, comparing the ratings of the land units 
ratings in the tables, So the suitability class is fixed for 
unit and the most limiting land quality for that land unit 
determined. So a list of all the classified land units is made. 

wi th the 
that land 

can be 

Since this land evaluation is on an ecological basis, translation of 
suitabilities to an overall land evaluation, taking into account 
socio-economie circumstances, will give qui tea different picture 
suitabilities. 

-~1 

the 
the 
of 

The final suitability classification is just a picture of the actual 
situation. So any change in the given environmental circumstances or 
improvement carried out by man will change the sui tabili ty of the 
different land units. 

- Intercropping systems are not considered as such. The normative yields 
are based on monocultures. The normative yields will have to be adapted 
for such intercropping systems. In this case normative yields are used, 
taking the interference between the different crops in intercropping 
systems for granted. 

6.2.2. Description of yields, classes and technology levels 

Normative yields refer to outputs (in Kg/ha. or Kg/ac.) obtained by farmers 
under optima! ecological condi tions and a certain specified technology 
level. 1 t has to be remarked that normative yields are related to optima! 
ecological conditions and a certain technology/management level and not to 
an "optima!" technology/management level. So normative yield is always 
related to a specified technology level. 

Description of the different land suitability classes: 

Sl Ecologically highly suitable: land with no or slight limitations for the 
sustained cultivation of a given erop. Yields are 76-1001 of the 
normative yield. 

S~ Ecologically moderately 
~ sustained cultivation 

normative yield. 

suitable: land with moderate limitations for the 
of a given erop. Yields are 51-751 of the 

S~ Ecologically poorly suitable: land with 
.;, 

sustained cultivation of a given erop. 
severe limitations for 
Yields are 26-501 of 

the 
the 

N 

normative yield. 

Ecologically 
severe as to 
certain erop. 

not suitable: Land having limitations which appear so 
preclude any possibility of succesful sustained use for a 
Yields are 0-25% of the normative yield. 

Description of the suitability subclasses. These classes reflect the main 
limitations within the main classes as described above. 

m=moisture availabili t~• 
t=temperature zone 
n=nutrient availability 

o=oxygen availability 
e=resistence to erosion 
s=hindrance by stoniness and rockiness 
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Description of the technology levels. 

Two levels of technolog1• are usually dininguished in land evaluation. 
These two levels give different normative yields under the same ecological 
circumstances. The levels are defined and described depending on the actual 
situation in the area under consideration. 

6.3. The land evaluation procedure for the actual situation 

6.3.1. Description of the different stages in this situation 

The land evaluation will be carried out on basis of the final reconnaissan
ce soil survey of the area and the gathered climatological data (rainf all 
and temperature, paragraph 3.2.1. and 3.2.2.). 

The classification will be carried out according to the proposals for 
rating of land qualities, 2nd approximation (Braun, 1977). For additional 
data the 3rd approximation of Weeda, which is not completely compiled yet, 
was already used. 

A. Selection of the LUTs. 
The LUTs to be evaluated in this report are defined as single crops. The 
cultivation of maize, bulrush millet and sorghum is distinguished. These 
cereals are cultivated in the area at small scale subsistence farms 
under varying levels of technology/management, but in general the level 
of technology is low. 

B. Determination of the erop requiremènts of tl-.e cereals. 
The erop requirements of the cereals are gathered and put in Table 6.1. 

Cropsl 1 

erop reguirements 
Rainfall per 
growing season 

Tempera ture 

pH 

Drainage 

Texture 

Hi>iqth 
Remarks 

1 Maize 1 

1 1 
!Variety: 1 

IKatum. 260-450mm 1 
IH511/12 500-750mml 
1 30°c 1 

(10-35°Cl 1 

6,0-7,0 1 
(5.0-8,0) 1 
Well 1 

Millet 

220-400mm 
distribution! 

30-35°c 

5,5-7,0 
(5,0-8,0) 
Well 

! loam sil t, loams ! loaros 1 

Sorghum 

320-590mm 

24-30°C 
(15-35°C) 
5,5-6,5 

(5,0-8,5) 
Moderately well 
to well 

!light to medium !light to medium !medium to heavy 
1 0-2900m 1 0-1200m 0-1500m 
!no drought ldrought resistantldrought resistantl 
!no frost !no frost !no frost 1 
!no waterlogginq !no waterlogging 1 1 

Table 6.1. Crop requirements of the cereals. 
Mote: (, .. ,) ranges of the erop requi rements. 

Optimum values required for optimum erop performance as well as ranges, 
the extremes for any still 'valuable' performance, are gathered. It 
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should be remarked that even poor performance, 9ivin9 yield levels below 
50 Kg/ac, is considered to be valuable and cannot be neglected. 

Beside the mentioned requirements, the heigth is a qui te important 
factor ·to grow these cereals. The crops are not found in higher or lower 
located areas than the figures do indicate. 

Crops require much more than just the mentioned requirements. 
Considerin9 these crops it is necessary fora good performance to 
cultivate them at soils which are not too much eroded and don't show too 
many signs of stoniness and rockiness. Since the land preparation and 
weeding is done by hand on nearly all the shamba's, a certain degree of 
stoniness and rockiness is acceptable as long as foothold for the crops 
is sufficient and the individual erop performance is not really stunted. 
Ata lot of sites the individual erop performance is not stunted, but by 
stoniness, t·ockiness and erosion problems the overall performance of the 
erop may be reduced by for example lower plant den sit i es. So thi s wi 11 
lead to a lower classification, because the classes are related to yield 
per area. Also a small degree of erosion is acceptable in the 
cultivation, but it will affect the final classification. So for 9ood 
overall performance of a erop in the field is much more required than 
the tabled requirements. 

C. Determination of the land qualities. 
The land qualities will be selected for the classification of the soil 
mappin9 units in the different climatolo9ical zones for the cultivation 
of the cereals in the area. The selection of land qualities is based on 
two criteria: the relevance of the land quali ty for the Chuka area and 
the available data concerning a certain land quality. 
The considered land qualities are: 

-available moisture zone 
-availability of moisture storage capacity 
-available temperature zone 
-availability of nutrients, only pH 
-auailability of oxygen 
-erosi on hazard 
-presence of stoniness and rockiness 
-absence of overgrazing 

* Availability of water 
The availabili ty is thought to be dependent of the climate 
characteristic (moisture zone) and the soil characteristic (moisture 

storage capacity. 
- moisture zone 

The moisture zone is determined by the ratio r/Eo, the average 
annual precipitation (r) and the average annual potential 
evaporation (Eo), With this ratio it is possible to make an 
estimation of the amounts of days per year wi th full moisture, 
accordinq to: amount of days full moisture = 100/0.8 x r/E

0
, The 

agro-climatic zone map of the KSS (Braun et al., 1982) distinguishes 
7 zones for moisture availability, see Table 6.2. The need for 
continuous moist period is not regarded. Considering the bimodal 
rain distribution the moisture requirements may be hard to meet, 
especially in the drier zones. 
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zone r/Eo .10or. amoun t of days description 
full rooisture 

l >BO 365 humid 
11 65-80 297-365 sub-huroid 
111 50-65 228-297 semi-huroid 
IV 40-50 182-228 semi-humid/arid 
v 25-40 114-182 serni-ar id 
VI 15-25 68-114 ar id 
VI 1 (15 . ! û-68 ar id -·i very 

Table 6.2. Moisture avai labi l i ty zones (Braun et al., 1982). 

-moisture storage capacity 
The soil characteristic factor consists of the total productive 
available moisture (TPAM in mm) and the hindrance to root 
development. Since there are no reliable pF-data available, the TPAM 
has to be estimated from Table 6.3. This table is based on 
correlation between available moisture and respectively clay content 
and soil depth. The rating for the soil moisture storage capacity is 
given in Table 6.4. 

depth T E x T u R E 
(cm) LS SL SCL se c 
25 very shallow 8 10 14 20 28 
50 shallow 15 20 28 40 55 
80 rooderately deep 24 32 44 64 88 

120 deep 36 48 66 96 132 
150 very deep 45 60 83 120 165 
180 extremely deep 54 72 99 144 198 

Table 6.3. TPAM for different soil dep th and textures. 

Rating. TPAM (mm) 
1 very high 160-200 
2 high 120-160 
3 moderate 80-120 
4 low 40-80 
5 ver low <40 

Table 6.4. Rating of the soil moisture storage capacity. 

The rating has to be adjusted when there is too much hindrance to 
root development. This is not appropriate to this evaluation. 

* Available temperature zone 
A distinction is made between temperature zones as shown in table 6.5. 

mean annual 
zone temperature 

1 24-30 
l I 22-24 
111 20-22 
IV 18-20 
v 16-18 
Vl 14-16 

Table 6.5. Temperature 

mean rnax i mum 
oc temperature 

30-37 
28-30 
26-28 
24-26 
21-24 
19-21 

zones. 
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oc 
roean minimum 
temperature 0 c 

18-23 
16-18 
14-16 
12-13 
11-12 

9-11 



These zones are compiled according to the relation between altitude 
and temperature as mentioned in paragraph 3.2.2. 

* Availability of nutrients 
Since there is a lack of chemica! soil data, it was decided only to 
consider pH for this land quality. The rating for pH is derived from 
the 3rd approximation of Weeda, Table 6.6 gives the ratings for pH. 

Rating 
1 
2 

high 
moderate 

3 low 
4 ver lot• 

Table 6.6. pH-H
2
o 

pH-H O 
, 5,6-~,2 

4,6-5,5 7,3-8,0 
4,0-4,5 8,1-9,0 

<4 0 )9 0 
ratings. 

* Availibility of oxygen 
The rating for the availability of oxygen is given in Table 6.7. The 
oxygen availabili ty is only in danger in the bottomlands. These are 
flooding during the rains. 

Rating Soil drainage class 
1 high Well to excessively drained 
2 high Moderately well drained 
3 moderate Imperfectly drai ned 
4 low Poorly drained 
5 very low Verv poorly drained 

Table 6.7. Rating of oxygen availability. 

* Erosion hazard 
The erosion hazard is taken into account being an important soil 
degrading factor, strongly influencing the agricultural production. 
The only erosion data t•hich are available from the reconnaissance soil 
survey have a qualitative character 1 indicating the kind of erosion 
and the gravity. So in this case the ratings from the 2nd 
approximation couldn't be used. 

lt was decided to downgrade with one class all those soil mapping 
units which would be classified as s1 or s

2 
in the case of moderate 

sheet, rill or/and gully erosion. 

* Presence of stoniness and rockiness 
The reason why stoniness and rockiness are put in the list of land 
qualities is that this quality will influence the yield per area 
strongly. The different classes are distinguished on basis of yield 
per area. As already said in the paragraph about erop requirements 1 

stoniness and rockiness won't stunt the individual erop performance 
and it is neither a hindrance for the cultivation under the actual 
conditions, but the yield level/area of a certain erop is affected. 

Rat i nq 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Table 6.8. 

Stoniness/Rockiness 
<0,01% 2% 
0 101-1% 10% 
1-3% 10-25% 
3-15% 
> 15'!. 

25-50% 
>50% 

Rating of stoniness and rockiness. 
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Description 
Non 
Fairly 
Stony/Rocky 
Very strong 
Exceedi nqly 
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* Absence of overgrazing 
The presence of overgrazing is considered to be a land quality 
affecting the ecological suitability. From the available information 
it appeared to be very difficult to interpret the level of overgrazing 
and the consequence for the reduction in productivity. Anyway the land 
quality is considered as far as possible. 

* Other land qualities 
Other land qualities like the hazard of salinity and alkalinity, 
absence of natura! vegetation and possibilities of mechanisations are 
not considered. 

The first one of these land qualities is not considered to be 
relevant for this area, because of the absence of salinity and alkali
ni ty. The second one is not relevant in the case of ecological land 
evaluation, because the presence of natura! vegetation has nothing to 
do with the ecological suitability of land. The essential problem in 
the case of present natura! vegetation is the necessary clearing of 
the land before it can be cultivated, which requires a lot of human 
power. Perhaps is the ecological suitability of a piece of land which 
has been covered with a dense vegetation for several years even higher 
than an area 1-Jhich has been covered with vegetation during a short 
period and with a low density. 

The land quality possibilities for mechanisation is left out of 
consideration as there are no possibilities for mechanisation in the 
(near) future. The actual way of preparing the land is already 
described in chapter 4. This actual situation won't be liable to 
change very much in the near future in spite of possible changes in 
technology level. 

D. The conversion tables. 
The conversion tables for the three LUTs are shown in table 6.9. 

MAIZE 
LQI A B c D E F G H 

Class 
81 Il-Il-Il! 1-2-3 11-11-111 1 1 1 1 1 

IV 
8.., 
~ 

IV 4 v 2 1 2 2 1 

83 IV 4 VI 2 2 3 3 2 

N v 5 VI 1 3 3-4 4-5 4-5 3-4 

MILLET 
LQI A B c D E F G H 

Class 
81 1 111 3 l 1 1 1 1 1 

8.., 
~ 

IV 4 11 2 2 2 2 1 

83 v 5 111 2 2 3 3 2 

N I-11 5 I IV-V-Vl 3 3-4 4-5 4-5 3-4 
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SORGHLt1 
LQI A 8 c D E F G H 

Class 
s1 II-II-lil 1-2-3 11-11-111 1 1-2 1 1 1 

s2 IV 4 IV 1 3 -. 2 1 ~ 

s3 IV 4 IV 2 4 3 3 2 

N v 5 v.-v1 3 4 4-5 4-5 3-4 

Explanation of the columns: A = Available moisture zone 
8 = Availability of moisture storage capacity 
C = Available temperature zone 
D = Availability of nutrients, only pH 
E = Availability of oxygen 
F = Erosion hazard 
G = Presence of stoniness and rockiness 
H = Absence of overgrazing 

Table 6.9. The conversion tables for the three LUTs. 

The tables are compiled according to the erop requirements and the land 
quali ty ratings as al ready described in paragraph 6.2.1.D. Some remarks 
should be made about the land qualities moisture zone, moisture storage 
capacity and temperature zone. In consequence of all the different 
varieties of maize as well as of sorghum, the land qualities of those 
two crops in the conversion table are uprated. All those varieties are 
adapted to different optimum temperatures and so to different altitudes 
where they are cultivated. Because of this temperature adaptation these 
varieties are each highly suitable under a certain range of temperature. 
lt is just a matter of chosing the most adapted variety. 

The adaptation of maize varieties to different temperatures and the 
application of those varieties by farmers, causes that also the rating 
for available moisture zone can be adapted, because the different 
varieties are also characterized by different water requirements. 
Varieties adapted to lower temperature require more water during their 
longer growing period. 

Also the rating for moisture storage capacity can be adapted, so 
that more varying levels of moisture storage capacity are still highly 
sui table, This was possible because there is, except of the bottomlands, 
no risk of flooding and enough availabl~ oxygen for root development. 

E. The process of matching and the final classification can be found in the 
next paragraph 6.4. 

6.3.2. Description of yields and technology levels 

To appoint the normative yields for maize and bulrush millet, all the land 
evaluation units (combination of soil mapping unit and a certain mois
ture/temperature zone) were classified. Comparing the different classes 
with the obtained harvest estimations, it appeared that there is not any 
significant yield level difference between different classes. So, as alrea
dy suggested in paragraph 2.4.4. farm-management as wel! as input level are 
very disturbing factors. The classes don't give any significant difference 
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if we just consider the yield levels. The classified land evaluation units 
CN, s3, s 2) give yields of 860-920 Kg/ac. for maize and 290-310 Kg/ac. for 
millet. 

It seems, considering the yield estimations, most reasonable to 
appoint the norrnative yields at 2000 Kg/ac. for maize and at 800 Kg/ac. for 
millet under technology level 1, For sorghum a yield level of 1600 Kg/ac. 
under technology level I seems to be reasonable, see paragraph 5.3. 

Description of the technology levels. 
There is a wide variation in actual technology levels in the area. This 
wide variation of levels will be joined to one to be desribed level l. 
Besides this level alevel Il will be defined. These levels are only 
described for the three LUTs. 

Level 1 
This level is locally developed by farmers and characterized by its wide 
variation for each erop and also between the three crops. 

Some farmers apply manure for millet and sorghum. Most farmers apply 
manure and/or chemica! fertilizer for the cultivation of rnaize. Seed is 
usually selected from farmers' stock, but some farmers buy hybrid seed. 
Crop protection is limited to chasing of birds and monkeys for sorghum and 
millet and spraying with DDT at some places against stalk borer in maize. 
Land preparation is mainly carried out by hand with panga, jembe or morro. 
Sometimes ox-traction is used for ploughing. Conservation practices are 
limited to trash-, stone- and grasslines. 

Level 1 l 
Under this level 
chemicals. Land 
conservation will 
the area. 

and farmers will apply inputs like seed, fertilizer 
will be protected against degradation and 

play an important role, especially in the east 
water 

part of 

6.4. The final classification 

f i nal 
The 

The area is finally classified according to land evaiuation units. A land 
evaluation unit consist of a soil mapping unit, according to the 
reconnaissance soil survey of the area, and an agro-climatic zone. 
agro-climatic zone consists of a moisture zone and a temperature zone. 

Table 6.10. shows all the final classes with the limiting land 
qualities for all the land evaluation units for the three occurring 
cereals. 

In spite of upgrading and evaluating according toa for Kenya adapted 
land quality rating system the final classes are qui te lol• if we consider 
the yields. The results of the classification should be approached with 
excessively much care. lt is even better to rely on general data concerning 
the physical environment, like climate, and field observations, because of 
the doubtful reliability of the results of the classification according to 
this system for this specific area. 
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Soil mapping unit 

MBp 
MGC 

HIC 
HBC 
HPC 
HGC 
HQC 
HUC 

RPlh 
RP3 

LPl 
LP2p 
LPC 
LB 

Ul IC 
UlPlh 
U1P2p 
UlPC 

U2Qlp 
U2Q2p 
U2QC1 
U2QC2 
U2QC3 
U2Fl 
U2F2p 
U2F3P 
U2FC1 
U2FC2 
U2UC 
U2XC 
U2Ap 

PPC 

BPC 

VlPCl 
V1XC2 
V2P 
V2PC 
V2XC 

IClassification of the land evaluation units 
IMai ze 
IN m/s 
IN s 
1 

IN m, s3 ro/s 
1 s3 m/s 
1 

1 

IN m/s 
IN m 
1 
1 s" t/n 
IS~ t 
1 3 
1 s

2 
n, s3 m 

IN m 
IN/S

3 
m 

IN m, s
3 

m 
1 
IS2/3 m 
1 s2 n 
1 s" n, s3 m 
I NÎ'S" m 
1 ~ 

IN m 
IN m 
IN m 
IN m 
IN m 
IN m, S::l m/e/s 
IN m, S~ m/e/s 
IN m, s~ m/e 
IN m/s, s3 m/s 
1 s~ m/e/s 
IN"m 
IN m/s 
IN m, s3 ro/e 
1 
1 s3 m/s 

1 
IN flooding 
1 
1s3 , s2 m/n 
1 3 2 IS

3 
m, S ro/n 

IS mh. 

IBulrush milletlSorqhum 
IN s IN m/s 
IN s IN s 
1 1 
IS3 m/s IN m, s3 m/s 
1s

3 
ro/s IN m, s

3 
m/s 

1 1 
1 1 
IN s IN m/s 
IS3 m/s IN m 
1 1 
1 N t , s

3 
t IN t , s

3 
t/n 

IN t IN t 
1 1 
1 s3 t I s3 m/n 
IS3 m/s IS

3
m 

1 s3 ro/t/s 1 S3 m/s 
IS2 m/t/r,, S~ mlN m, s3 m/n 
1 " 1 

IS2 m/t 152/3 m 
IN m, s3 t 15

3 
t/n 

IS2 m/t7n, S tlS m/n 
IN t, s3 t, ~2m1Nls3 m/t 
1 1 
IS3 m IN m 
1 s3 m/e/s IN m 
IS3 m IN m 
IS3 m IN m 
IS3 m IN m 
1 s

3 
ro/e/s 1 N m, s3 m/e/s 

15
3 

m/t/e/s IN m, s
3 

n/e/s 
1s

3 
m/e IN m/e, s3 m/e 

IN, s3 m/t/s IN m/s, s3 m/s 
1 s3 e7s 1 s3 m/e/s 
IS3 m/e IN m 
IN s IN m/s 
IS3 e IN m, s3 m/e 
1 1 
1 S3 s 153 m/s 1 

1 1 1 
IN flooding IN flooding 1 
1 3 1 1 
IN m, S m, s2nlN t, s3 m,s2 nl 
1 1 1 
1 s3 

t 1 si m, s2 iyn 1 
1s3 m/t/s IS m/s, S m 1 

Table 6.10. Classification of the land evaluation units for the cereals. 
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7. ASPECTS OF AGRONctlY 

7.1. Introduction 

Due to the many distinct differences in climate and soils in the project 
area, there is a zonation of different kinds of land use on a short distan
ce, see Table 7.1. the agricultural land use in 1982 for different crops 
and Table 7.2. the Agro E4ological Groups. In genera! a clear shift in 
importance of different crops and sources of income can be observed going 
from west to east. After some genera! aspects concerning the farming all 
the different groups, according to the Agro-Ecological Groups, see table 
7.2., will be considered. 

-grains 
of which -maize 

-mi liet/sorghum 

-pul sus 
of whi ch -beans 

-pigeon pea 
-cowpeas 

-tubers 
of which -English potatoes 

-s.weet potatoes 
-cassave 

-other crops 
of which -cotton 

-ban an as 
-sunf lower 
-tobacco 

-permanent crops 
of which -coffee 

-tea 

83% 
17% 

93% 
5% 
2% 

88'/. 
10% 

'W 

"" 

63% 
27% 

9% 
1% 

71% 
28% 

-roan oes 1% 

44% 

23% 

4% 

10% 

19% 

Table 7.1. Agricultural land use (1982) expressed in percentages for 
different crops. 

7.2. Genera! aspects of farming 

7.2.1. Farming systems 

As already described in chapter 3 1 there are all kind of variables, like 
climate, concerning the farming which can't be influenced by the individual 
farmer. These environmental variables belong to the farming system in that 
sense that they determine the space within which it can function. So the 
var i ables determi ne how much the f armi ng sys tem can vary. Wi thi n thi s space 
the actual farming system is determined by the decision the farmer makes, 
considering the ecological, economical and social/cultural circumstances as 
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well as the objectives of his household. 

Agro Ecologi cal 
Group (AEG) 
A. 
Forest 

B. 
Tea-coffee-dairy 

c. 
Coffee-maize-beans 

D. 
Cotton-maize-mango 
pigeon pea 

Agro Ecologi cal 
Zone 
LHO 

LHl 
UMl 

. ·l 
UM2 
UM3 
UM4 

LM3 
LM4 

E. LM5 
Millet-livestock IL5 
Table 7.2. Agro Ecological Groups. 

Characteristics 

Trees 

Tea, diary 
Coffee, tea 

Coffee (Main, Jaetzold) 
Coffee (Marginal, Jaetzold) 
Mango, sunf lower 

Cotton (Main), tobacco 
Cotton (Marginal), tobacco 

Livestock, millet 
Liuestock millet 

The actual ecological differences cause a variation in the complexity 
of the farming system. This complexi ty is mainly determined by the 
subsystems of the farming system, especiall\• the number of elements of 
these subsystems and their interactions, see Fig. 7.1. So the more elements 
from different subsys tems are represen ted in a f armi ng sys tem, the more 
complex i t is. Hhen the farming system is more complex the farmer is less 
dependent, because he can rely on qui tea number of elements. So complexity 
is a kind of risk avoidance. 

SUBSYSTEMS 

Crops Livestock Off-farm income 

Tea, Coffee, Cotton Cattle Forestry 
Tobacco Goats Employment 
Maize, Millet, Sorghum Sheep Beekeeping 
Cowpeas, Pigeon peas Poultry Marketing foodcrops 
Green grams, Cassave Charcoal maki ng 
Beans, Ban an as 
Mango, Papaya 

Fig. 7.1. The elements of the subsystems. 

lf we consider the area, the middle section seems to be qui te complex, 
because all kind of food crops and some cash crops can be cultivated, 
Besides cattle are kept and a lot of other activities are possible, like 
beekeeping and charcoal making. Moving to the east or the west you see that 
the farming systems become less complex. For example in the AEG B where 
only the performance of tea is very good, cattle are kept and some jobs in 
forestry are available. The same near Tana river where only millet is doing 
qui te well and some grazing and browsing is found. So the·sustainable basis 
is less secure in these areas, especially near Tana river where rainfall is 
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very unreliable and a lot of erosion occurs, which increases the risk of 
erop failure. 

7.2.2. Objectives of the household 

The main objective of the household is to cover their needs as well as 
possible. Their needs can be subdivided in some linked objectives which are 
all very important: 

-provision of food and basic necessities 
-meeting social obligations 
-maintaining or improuing status 
-safeguarding future 

All the means and resources are applied as well as possible to get the 
maximum profit. 

Farming in the area can generally be characterized as rainfed small 
scale subsistence farming. There are no large farms in the area and only 
one small irrigation scheme near lshiara. There is some variation in the 
orientation to the market. This is related to the possibility of growing 
cash crops, but generally the farming has still a dominating subsistence 
character. In the first place the production of foodcrops gets most atten
tion. lf there are means which remain they can be allocated for the produc
tion of cash crops. The social obligations ~re very important to suruiue 
within or as a society. This is especially in such a small society undes
cribable important. As in euery society maintaining and improving status is 
important for individuals as well as for the whole household. The fourth 
objective is an all comprising objective which is linked with all the other 
ones, The sequence of the objectives has of course nothing to do with their 
importance, 

7.2.3. Population 

The project area is intersected by the borders of the three districts Embu, 
Meru and Ki tui, 

The population density shows an east-west tendency. The mountaineous 
areas are highly populated, while the drier less potential areas have a 
qui te low population density, In the rural areas the population density 
varies from 400-700 persons/km2 in AEG C to about 20 persons/km2 near Tana 
river in AEG E. The critica! figure of 1 ha/household (Jaetzold, 1983) is 
found on a few spots in the area. In all the three districts the sizes of 
the households don't differ very much and count 5 to 7 persons. The availa
ble land per household amounts 1,2-1,S ha. in the densely populated areas 
(AEG C) to about 25 ha. in the thinly populated areas (AEG E). 

Kenya has one of the fastest growing populations. The growing rate in 
certain parts of this area nearly reaches 41 per year. With an unchanging 
growth rate in the future, the population will be doubled within 20 years. 
lf there is no outlook for the young people to move to other parts of 
Kenya, so there will arise an increasing pressure on the land and probably 
an increasing amount of unemployed people. Without any measures of the 
government, this growing problem will lead to a catastrophe. 
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7 .2.4. Land 

Concerninq the qovernmental landregistration, the area can be subdivided in 
two parts. We~t of Kaanwa and Ishiara all the land is subdivided and 
registrated, while east of these villages all the land is still free for 
settling. Considering the fast 9rowin9 population the eastern part can be 
seen as a real settling area. The problem of land scarity wil! lead to the 
subdivision of the still free area. 

7.2.S. Labour 

Nearly all the work on the land is carried out manually. Most of the labour 
is supplied by the household itself. Different kinds of labour are availab
le and their contribution to the work on the farm varies. 

Most of the work is carried out by the adults (over 18) of the house
hold. The contribution of the children concerns principally activities like 
herding and collecting water or firewood. Besides their additional help is 
needed during the peak periods, like harvesting maize or picking coffee. 
The avai l i bil i ti• of chi ldren labour is reduced by the emphasi s on educa
ti on. In parts of the area where less children attend school their contri
bution to the farming will be larger. 

The use of casual labour is not often found, mainly due to the cash 
constraints of the household. 

In some places of the area you can find a traditional form of 
reciprocal labour. Friends, neighbours or relatives cooperate with each 

The other to meet individual labour constraints during peak periods. 
obligation of this traditional form of labour involves reciprocation and 
the provision of food and drinks during the work. 

7.3. Decription of the agro-ecological groups 

AEG B. Tea-coffee-dairy 

LHl Tea-dairy zone 
This zone is characterized by the abundant cultivation of tea, the main 
activity. The area is not qui te suitable for tea in the sense that it gives 
good quali ty, but the amount of rainfall is too small to produce large 
quantities of tea, The tea is collected and processed by the Kenya Tea 
Development Authority (K.T.D.A.), see also paragraph 8.3, 

Besides the cultivation of tea, as a source of income, manydairy cows 
are kept in zero 9razin9 units or on pastures. These cows are also used for 
the traction of ox-carts. Cows in zero grazing units are fed by: Kikuyu 
grass, Napier grass, Nadi Setaria or Rhodes grass which are principally 
9rowin9 on the sides of roads and shamba's. 

A third source of income are the off-farm jobs, for this 
especially jobs in the forestry, which plays an important role in 

zone 
this 

area. The forest boundary of Mt. Kenya is moving up, because the te~ culti
vation is still expanding. 

The food crops are of second importance in this area and only a very 
few crops are performing qui te good. Besides maize, the main crops are 
potatoes, carrots and cabbages. Table 7.3. shows the occurrence of the most 
important crops in the different agro ecological groups. The performance of 
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rnaize is very poor in this area, mainly due to the low level of pH. The 
cultivated varieties are adapted to the heigth. 

11 Cro s"/AEG 8 
Tea + 
Coffee + 
Co t ton 
Tobacco 
Maize + 
Mi !let 
Sorghum 
Beans + 
Pigeon pea 
Cow pea 
Green gram 
Potatoes + 
Cassave 
Vegetables (carrots,+ 
cabbage) 
Ban an as + 
Sunflower 
Napier + 
Dairy + 
Ex ten si ve qr az i nq 
Table 7.3. Occurrence 

ecological 

Ul11 Coffee-tea zone 

c 

+ 

+ 
! 

\ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

of the most 
groups. 

D 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

E 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
important crops in the different agro 

In this zone the importance of tea is decreased and coffee is more and more 
cultivated going down mountain. All the coffee t.Jhich is cultivated is 
Coffee Arabica, of different varieties like, K7 1 SL28 and SL34. The coffee 
is generally grown on steep slopes, in pure stands with an average plant 
density of 1325 trees/ha. The soil under these coffee trees is protected 
against erosion by terraces, grasslines and mulching. The coffee shamba's 
are rnanured, Beside manuring diamr11onium phosphate (DAP) or calcium ammonium 
nitrate (CAN) are applied as chemica! fertilizers. Weeding is carried out 
two tirc1es a year. The roost prEt11.;olent disease is coffee bet·ry disease caused 
by the fungus collectoridium coffeanum and leafrust (Hemeleia uastatrix). 
These diseases are widespread and most threatening in the wetter parts of 
the area and during the rainy seasons. Spraying of the coffee trees is 
comrnon. 

The average yield of coffee is 5500-7000 kg/ha. each year. The yields 
in this area are much higher than the national average yields which are 
4500-5000 kg/ha, The picking of coffee is done every 10-14 days during the 
harvesting seasons, which last from April til! the end of June and from 
October til! half December. The picking of coffee requires more than 50% of 
the labour available for the cultiuation of coffee. After picking the 
coffee is irnmediately brought to the factory, otherwise the quality wil! 
dirninish too much. After inspection of the beans to check if there are no 
diseased 1 unripe or ouerripe berries included, the berries are squeezed so 
that the skins are expelled. Then the parchrnent coffee is led into an 
"Aagaard' pre grader. The coffee passes through a flow of water and the 
beans are selected according to their weigth. The invnediately sinking beans 
belong to the first grade. The floating beans are selected on basis of 
their weight in second and third grade. Af ter fermentation in separated 
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the skin 
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coffee berries are spread on drying tables to dry in the sun till 
is dry. During that drying period the beans are again inspected 
bad ones are taken out. Then they are put between two plastic 

lay ers 
traded. 

to dry another three weeks before the coffee is put in bags to be 
The duration of drying is strongly depending on the weather condi-

tions. 
Also in this area a lot of dairy is kept for traction and as a source 

of income (milk) just like in the tea-dairy zone except of the fact that 
there is no pasture. The animals are kept in zero 9razin9 units. The 
presence of off-farm jobs ~s strongly depending on the presence of a vil
lage (Chuka) or a factory (~ukuriri) in the neighbourhood. 

In this area more food crops appear like bananas, papaya 
Also maize and beans are qui te common, especially maize being a 
food erop. However its performance is poor. 

AEG C. Coffee-maize-beans 

UM2 and UM3 The main and marginal coffee zone. 

and yams. 
favourite 

Coffee has substituted tea in this zone as the only cash erop. The 
distinction between main and marginal coffee zone is based on the 
differences in yield and quality. The yields in the marginal coffee zone 
are much higher, but the quality of the coffee in the main coffee zone is 
much better. 

These are the zones of the abundant cultivation of maize and beans. 
The good to very good performing maize is intercropped with all kinds of 
beans. Also sorghum wi th open-panicles can be observed in this area. Be
sides there are lots of bananas, papaya, cassave, cowpeas and pigeon peas. 
In the lower and wetter pans, for example the bottomlands or the seasonal 
rivers, sweet potatoes and sugar cane are cultivated. At sites which are 
the whole year wet even arrow root can be found. Dai ry and cows for trac
tion are also in this area present in zero grazing units. 

AEG D. Cotton-maize-pigeon pea-mango 

LM3 The main cotton zone 
Cotton is the most important cash erop in this zone. Beside cotton there is 
still some coffee present, but the coffee disappears when you move down to 
the eastern parts. Beside the cultivation of cotton as a cash erop tobacco 
is increasingly grown. 

Different cultivars of cotton are cultivated in monoculture (6711) as 
wel! as intercropped with bulrush millet and pigeon pea. Cotton is usually 
plant ed dur i ng the second season and growi ng on dul"i ng the subsequen t first 
season. The performance of cotton is good in this area. The cotton is 
harvested in several picking sessions during the two harvest periods. The 
first harvest is about to 1/3 of the second harvest. The total· average 
annual harves t is 200-225 Kg/ac. The co t ton is collected by the Co tton Lint 
and Seed Marketing Board, visting the farmers four times every year. The 
board differentiates two grades of cotton ~•hich have to be separated by the 
farmer. The board provides the farmers with seed, fertilizer and chemicals. 

Tobacco is al ready qui te c:ommon in this area, but of less importance 
than cotton, due to its introduction only a short time ago. Two varieties 
of tobacco can be distinguished: a local variety and a high yielding varie
ty (Virginia). Tobacco is a two seasonal erop. The extent of fertilizing, 
erop protection etc. depends strongly on the orientation to the market. So 
a strong variation in management and input level can be observed. 
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The harvest takes place two times each year, during the periods 
January-March and July-October. Yields of more than 700 Kg/ac. are reached. 
the average yields are about 400 Kg/ac. and about 1,5 times higher in 
sample strip A than in sample strip B. After the tobacco has been harvested 
the leaves are flue cured in wel! ventilated barns. All the leaves are 
hanging on sticks in the barns and are left there to yellow under high 
humidity circumstances, so the uentilation holes are closed and water is 
spread on the floor. The yellowing takes about one day. The next stage is 
fixing and drying. First the temperature is raised to 49°c by heating the 
pipe system and the ventilation holes are opened for a good air flow. Then 
the holes are closed to raise the temperature to 71°c for some time. These 
two processes overlap and are finished after three to four days when the 
midribs can easily be broken. There are about 25 grades of tobacco. Most 
of the tobacco is sold on the local market. The introduction of the tobacco 
started in the second part of the sixties. At the moment the development of 
the tobacco cultivation is very strong, caused by the inuolvement of the 
Bri tish American Tobacco (BAT) company. 

Beside the mentioned cash crops there are two other important sources 
of income, charcoal burning and beekeeping. The charcoal is sold to tra
ders, while the honey aften is sold on the local market. Mango trees are 
widespread in this area and all the mangoes remaining after the consumption 
by the household is traded. 

In this zone the importance of maize is slightly diminishing, while 
the cultivation of bulrush millet becomes more and more important moving 
down to the east. Beside these foodcrops cassave, pigeon peas, cowpeas and 
all kinds of beans are qui te common. 

LM4 The marginal cotton zone 
In this zone cotton is beside some tobacco the main cash erop. Beside that 
charcoal making and beekeeping are ve1·y common practices giving the farmer 
a cash income. Some people also have cattle and goats for grazing and 
browsing in the bush, but this is of less importance compared to the both 
livestock-millet zones. 

In this zone the importance of maize is strongly decreasing and more 
and more bulrush millet is cultiuated instead just, like the increasing 
amount of with sorghum cultivated shamba's. Going to the eastern parts the 
importance of mango trees and paw paw is diminishing because of the rain 
shortage. Other foodcrops are pigeon peas and green grams. 

Another characteristic of this zone is the cultivation of sunflower in 
rnonocultures. The seeds of the flower are used as chicken food, the stalks 
are useful to protect the soil. 

AEG E. Livestock-millet 

LM5 Livestock-millet zone 
In this zone bulrush millet is the main foodcrop which is principally 
cultivated in monocultures. On some wet spots maize is cultiuated, giuing 
reasonable yields 1 but in genera! this area is not suitable for growing 
maize. The land is, due to the lesser population density not permanently 
occupied. Just after quite many years a new piece of land is cleared for 
cultivation. 

Beside the cultivation of bulrush millet, green grams and pigeon peas 
are found as foodcrops, intercropped with the millet. Sorghum is also found 
in this zone in monocultures as well as intercropped with millet. 

Cotton is also found in this zone, but it is not widespread, however 
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some attempts have been made recently to expand the marginal cotton zone to 
the east. The performance of cotton is in genera! qui te poor. 

Grazing and browsing as wel! as charcoal making are the main practices 
which provide the farmer with some cash income in this zone. 

Erosion is one of the biggest problems in this area, caused by the 
intensive showers in combination with the sparse vegetation and sealed 
surface layers. The cultivated shamba's are protected by trash- and stone
lines. So the possibilities for cultivation of food crops and the 
possibilities of other sources of income are limited in this area. 

Near Ishiara at the Thuchi river a small irrigation scheme is found 
The availiblity of water gives the possibility to grow very good maize, 
bananas, mangoes and paw paw in this area. Also the common crops like 
millet and sorghum are performing much better under irrigation. 

ILS Livestock-millet zone 
Also in this zone bulrush millet is the main foodcrop, mainly cultivated in 
monocultures. Since the land is communal, free for settling, and abundantly 
available the practice of shifting cultivation is very common. The shamba's 
are cultivated for about four seasons, followed by a fallow period of about 
four years. The f allow period is already too short to guarantee suffucient 
recovery of the natura! fertility. The increasing pressure on the land wil! 
aggravate this problem. 

On few shamba's the millet is intercropped with sorghum, green grams 
and in a very few cases the recently introduced cotton, which is performing 
very poor due to water shortage. 

Besides the dependence of the cultivation of millet, a lot of grazing 
and browsing occurs in the bushland. The property of cattle or goats is 
next to charcoal making one of the sources of income in this area. 

As regard the erosi on problem thi s area can be compared wi th the LMS 
zone. 
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8. EXCURSICNS 

8.1. lntroduction 

8eside visits to institutes like Kenya Meteorological Department at Nairobi 
and Embu Agricultural Research Station for the gathering of data, just two 
excursions were made: on• to Mwea rice irrigation and one to the tea 
factory at Rukuriri. ·1 

8.2. MNea irrigation scheme 

The fifth of March an excursion was made to Mwea, a large irrgation scheme 
in Kirinyaga district, Centra! Province. This irrigation scheme is started 
in the colonial period, long before the independene:e of Kenya on 12 Decem
ber 1963, During the colonial period some irrigation schemes were set up, 
in for this purpose suitable areas. Prisoners of war were transported to 
these areas by the Engli sh rule1·s to work in those schemes. Mwea is the 
largest irrigation scheme, remaining from that period. Compared to the 
other schemes it is still doing very well. 

The irrigated area of about 5000 ha is located at an altitude of about 
1160 m. The total annual rainfall is about 900 mm and has a bimodal charac
ter. The first rainy season lasts from half March till the end of May, 
while the second one starts in Oe:tober and lasts till the end of December. 
The mean annual temperature is 21 1 6 °c. This area is classified by Jaetzold 
as marginal cotton zone (LM4), 

The soils are developed on high level structural plains. The area is 
flat (0-2%). The soils can be divided in Nitosols (well drained, very deep, 
dark reddish brown to dark brown, friable to firm, slightly cracking clay) 
and Vertisols (imperfectly drained, very deep, dark grey to black, firm to 
very t1rm, bouldery and stony, e:racking clay). Those soils have a 
moderately to high fertility. 

The area is divided in units of 4 acres. The units are alloted to 
farmers from o•Jtside the irrigated area on basis of two criteria. The 
person in question has to be landless and also jobless to get the possibi
lity to rent a unit. lt is forbidden to subdivide a unit, so children of 
the farmer will probably have to leave the scheme to look somewhere else 
for a job or for land. This rule is meant to avoid the splitting of the 
units to uneconomical pieces of land. In spite of that there is a lot of 
enthousiasm to get a unit. This is due to the high average net ine:ome of 
about 12000 Ksh a year. Every year about 5% of the farmers is leaving their 
rented land for all kind of reasons. Some of them are forced to leave, 
because they don' t behave as they should. The average si ze of a household 
is six persons. Compared with the surrounding area there is more land 
available per person and per household. 

In the area are some collection/distribution points. At these points 
inputs are supplied and harvests are collected after the growing season. 
Mainly rice is cultivated in the area, but only once a year. There is no 
possibililty to grow two crops a year if one of them is rice. In spite of 
that President Moi has ordained to grow two rice crops a year. 8eside rice 
also a lot of maize is grown, especially on the Nitosols because of the 
better drainage. The irrigated maize is much higher yielding than the maize 
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cultivated in the surroundin9 areas. At the moment some experiments are 
taking place with vegetables, like aubergine and peppers. 

The rice is sown in August on sowing beds. After about 6 weeks i t is 
transferred to the fields. During March the majority of the rice is harves
ted. The farmers are paid accordin9 to the produced quantity and quality. 
There is a local research station which conc:entrates on rice research. All 
the harvested rice is locally processed and packed. The rice is only sold 
in Kenya, 

B.3. The tea factory at Rukuriri 

The 17th of April the teafactory at Rukuriri, located in the Chuka area 
(99587-3383) was visited. The factory is located in the tea-zone near the 
border of Mount Kenya forest at an alti tude of 1660 m. The factory was 
founded in 1981 and opened in 1984. Tea is grown throughout at this alti
tude, in. spite of the fact that the area is not very suitable, because the 
amount of rain (1700-2000 mm) is considered to be too small for a very good 
erop performance. The area is indicated as marginal for tea cul tivation. 
The lack of rain is mainly affecting the quantity of tea production and not 
the qua! i ty, 

About 3000 farmers, having together 5000-10000 acres of tea, deliver 
it to this factory for processing. The factory wants to expand, because the 
acreage of tea is still expanding in the direction of the forest border 
which is still moving up. 

The maximum production capacity of the factory is 60.000 Kg of green 
leaves in 24 hours. This level of production is only possible for one or 
two days. The level of production which can be continued for some time is 
limited to 32.000 Kg of green leaves a day. Usually the processing is going 
on till the daily intake of green leaves is all converted into tea. This 
may last 24 hours dur i ng the peak days. 

Collection of tea 

The tea which has been picked in the morning is brought to the factory 
,stored in bags, during the afternoon. Those bags are collected at certain 
collection points in the area and taken to the factory by a lorry. Arriving 
at the factory the tea is weighed in the bags and than taken to big boxes, 
the beginning of processing. 

The average daily intake of tea during the week of the u1s1t was 
11.032 Kg. Every day the intake of leaves is given a value called, leaf 
count (0-100%). lt is an indication of the quality of the leaves. A figure 
of 100% is given when the leaves are picked as it should be, two leaves and 
a shoo t. 

Processing 

After weighing the tea is put in big boxes to wither for about 24 hours. 
During very cold days wasted heat frorn the factory is applied by a fan to 
stirnulate the wi thering of the leaves. A watercontent of 62-64% af ter the 
withering is the best to continue processing. 

After withering, the leaves are taken from the boxes and led to a 
chopping machine. First the leaves are chopped in quite big pieces. Next 
the pieces of tea leaves are chopped in three steps, resulting in ve.ry 
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small fine pieces. The ones we are used to buy, but still green and of a 
high watercontent. 

The chopped tea is put in a small wagon and fermented for one and a 
half hour. For this fermentation only warm air is applied. During this 
process the green colour of the leaues turns into the wel! known dark 
black colour. The stage of fermentation is being checked by the temperature 
of the leaves. So no chemicals or any other matters are applied to this 
tea. 

After fermentin9 1 th~ tea passes a machine which breaks the balls, 
that means, that the small"ipieces which stick together because of the high 
watercontent are loosened. 

Further the tea is dried for 20 minutes in four stages. The first 
stage is at 104 °c. For the next three stages the temperature is reduced 
during every transi tion to the next stage. The maximum drying temperature 
is 104 °c, otherwise the tea would get burnt. 

The dried tea is selected by a machine, resulting in four different 
quali ties/grades. Two of them are subdivided in A and B: 

1. Pecco fanning A PFl. 

2. Pecco dus t 
3. Broken pecco 

4. Dust 

B PFl. pool 
PD 

A BPl. 
B BPl. pool 

D 

The primary qualities, like PFl (Kenya Black Tea) are all export qualities 
and exported to countries like Sudan and Somali. The tea is packed in 
wooden boxes, which are covered at the inside with aluminium to protect the 
tea against contamination. The secondary qualities, like D, are send to 
Kericho, the most important tea production centre of Kenya, and packed by 
Ketepa to sell it at the national market. 

Quality 

Every hour a sample is taken from euery grade of tea. 1 t is prepared and 
tasted according to special lines of sight for the tasting of tea. Hhen 
something is wrong, they will rectify, The optima! watercontent after the 
production of tea is 2,5-3,2:~. 

Also samples from picked tea are taken to keep the leaf count 
high level. Sometimes pieces of the picked tea are too thick so 

on a 
that 

dehydration is hampered. 
The quality of the 

the picked pieces and the 
to delivered quantity and 

final tea is mainly influenced 
way of processing. The farmers 
quali ty. 
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9. REM<lRK5, Dl5CU55Ict-l5 AND RECOl11ENDAT!Cl-l5 

Considering the yield estimations of the cereals (chapter 5), it appears 
that these estimations are just an indication of the reached yield levels 
and showing the variation in yield levels. It strikes that the variation in 
yield levels is very sharp, especially at the same si te in spi te of the 
expectation that the yield Áevels would vary strongly at different sites in 
the area due to the ecologi~al variation. Notwithstanding ecological diffe
rences between certain sites for the cultivation of a cereal, the farm
management and input level appear to be the most important factor for a 
good performance. 

The estimated yield levels (Appendix D and E) are qui te high. This is 
mainly due to the "low" temperature, compared to the optima! growing 
temperature, which prolongs the grain filling period, especially for maize 
at the higher located sites. 

Considering the data of the yield levels and the field observations, I 
tend to say that sample strip A in the western part, west of longitude 
37'46 E, is more suitable for maize cultivation than the same part in 
sample strip B. The eastern part, east of longitude 37'43 E, of sample 
strip B appears to be more suitable for the cultivation of millet compared 
to the same part of sample strip A. These differences are caused by the 
actual condition, like fertility and erosion, of the soils. 

As already said in paragraph 6.3.2. there is no significant difference 
between the classes N, 53 and 5

2 
i f these are compared on basis of the 

estimated yield levels. 5o, if a classification is carried out on basis of 
theoretica! data concerning the physical environment and i t appears that 
there i·; no significant difference between the suitability classes when 
making field checks by estimating yield levels, than the used land evalua
tion procedure should be discussed. The results of this land evaluation are 
qui te striking (in the sense of comparing the classes to the actual esti
mated yields), especially i f we realize that the operated procedure is 
based on a for Kenya adapted land evaluation system and even this had to be 
adapted by me for several land qualities to get reasonable results. Reaso
nable in the sense of reflecting reality if we consider the estimated 
yields. lf the system hadn't been adapted almost the whole area would have 
been classified as not suitable. 5o, what is the sense of this lar1d evalua-
t ion? 

A system for land evaluation can not be universa!. The way of thinking 
of the actual in genera! operating land evaluation is based on productivi
ty. That means high production levels on small pieces of land. The expres
sion of normative yields in Kg/ac. or Kg/ha reflects that "productivity" 
thinking. A land evaluation system based on that principle is not every
where under all circumstances applicable. As already mentioned in paragraph 
6.3.l. 1 a certain site may be very suitable for sustained cultivation and 
giving very good erop performance within a certain farming system, but in 
the mean time it is considered not to be suitable according to the actual 
operating land evaluation system, ~Jhich is based on principles of producti
vi ty. That is the problem for this area, the application of a not sui table 
land evaluation system. 

lt is important to check every land evaluation system in the sense of 
its applicability in an involuntary area before actually using it. 5o field 
chec~,s should be made to check if the operated land evaluation system 
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reflects the real si tuation. Eventually the system should be adapted wil! 
it not loose its meanin9. 

In the case of the Chuka area, the question is posed what the exact 
purpose of this land evaluation is. In whose interest is this land evalua
tion, bein9 an important part of the project activities, carried out. The 
owners of those small scale subsistence farms know already for years from 
history and experience which are the most suitable crops and what farmin9 
pattern they prefer. 

Beside it is often said that land evaluation overshadows the interest 
and the daily problems of the local population. Some genera! striking 
aspects, concerning farming and the daily life of the population, didn't 
get much attention neither of the project nor of the Kenyan government. The 
sometimes revoltin9 situation, still being surviued by the population, made 
the field work very hard. 

Carrying out my fieldwork 1 was often approached by farmers, especially in 
the eastern part of the area where only food crops were cultivated. Those 
farmers mainly dependent on a few food crops were never visi ted by exten
sion officers, while farmers cultiuatin9 cash crops like, tea, coffee, 
cotton and tobacco were surrounded with lots of attention. There are spe
cial boards for all these cash crops, prouiding farmers with inputs, giving 
information and collecting the harvests. So, the cultivation of food crops 
is a strongly neglected subject, especially affecting those people who are 
mainly dependent on a very few food crops. 

Beside some farmers stated, being the last thing they would do, that 
they didn' t have enough food to feed themselves, Due to the food short age 
at the end of the dry period, l had to run after the harvests during the 
first days of my field work 1 notwithstanding my inuestigations in advance 
to appoint the beginnin9 of the harvesting period. 

Farmers often stated that my work didn't contribute in any way to the 
solution of their pinching agricultural problems. For who or "'hat .,,-,,, you 
working in such a situation, writing a report on land evaluation. Gathering 
data for the evaluation in an area having severe constraints for sustainab
le erop production, like water shortage and soil degradation. Beside that 
all the cereal crops in the area were attacked by warms beir19 a great 
problem for the farmers, who did't get any attention for problems like 
this. 

Concluding would like to say that the still high population growth of 
about 4r, per year IA•ill lead to severe problems in this area. 

In the highlands, because all the land is divided, so a higher food 
product ion under bet ter management wi 11 be necessary. Than the ques t ion is 
if the food production can keep up with the population 9rowth. Much atten
tion should be paid to a lot of different crops and agricultural practices 
like fertilizing, mulching and t~1e responsible application of admi tted 
chemi cal s as f ar as necessar~1, 

In the lowlands much attention should be paid to restrain soil 
degradation 1 especially soil erosion. Beside that measurements should be 
taken in cooperation with farmers, which wil! lead to necessary water 
conservation in the area, resulting in higher and more well-balanced yield 
levels of bulrush millet to guarantee that this area wil! stay livable in 
the future if the population growth decreases. 

So a lot of attention should be paid to the cultiuation of food crops 
on a sustainable basis. Anyway, considering the whole area, the population 
growth is the most threatening problem, which will probably be solved in 
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disaster, if there won't be any concrete change in this actual already 
degrading eco-system. 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire. 
Non-comprehensiue sample site form. 
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r,urnber site: 

date 1. 
l :2. 
· - name murî mi : 
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LocQtion -coördinates: 
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· -elevation : : 
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• CLHJAT.:, -rainfcül, average: mm Cannuul) 

first season: mm (6 out of 10 years) 

second eeason: mm (6 out of 10 yenrs) 
-tempcru ture 1 . mean annunl: 0c 

·' 
-quality of the second rains (total·, distribution, beginning) 

' 1 

• DBGCllIPTIOl! OF ~·HE SOIL w.rPI!IG U!IIT 

• GROFS, 

-parent material: 

-macro-relief: 

-eros ion.: 

-rockinesa/stoniness: 

-soil, eeneral 

,colour 

1 texture 

·,structure 

1 consistence 

-chemical properties! 

-diagnostic properties: 

~ -classificntion~ 

' 
Gror Yes/Ho 

Maize 

lFllet 

Sàr-ghum· 

Coffee 

Cotton 

Tec:-t 
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• SPECIE 3, Nai7,e l·!illet fiorr:hum 

. vurict~1 

. date of RO\·ti n~ 

date of ex~ected harvest 

,expf)cted yield 

remarle:s 

• DRAWING OF THE SHAllllA 1 àec the other si de (si ze 1 shape, cropping pa ttern, et 

• PREG!:!IC~ OF WEl:DS 1 -% -covering 

-frequency of weedinG 

• DAl·L:'.i.G3, -b:i.rds 

-monl~ey 1 s 

• llOTATIOll, 1 •. 

·01AUV.~I' 2. 

- ·· - -- • · CLEARING~-

• SOIL P~~Pf\llATIOl·!: 

-muich 
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" LAI:D, -comr:lunal 

,-rented 

,-private 

• HA!ll,G EESN'f L:SVilli, INPUT: 

-fertilizer 

-seed, own 

man ure 

chemie al 

mulch 

bought 

<i\lantity kind 

-cherui cals, ,...l _k_i_n_d--------~,-q_u_a_n-~·-i-t-y---, . 

• RE:GULARITY O~" CROP-GRO\oiTH;· -r"e;ular 

-irre.gular, 

-overall 

-poor-good patch 

' 

-·-·-. - -- -- ---··---

-·---------- - ----- ----· -- ---
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Appendix C: Time table 

First phase: PREPARATION 

Subject: lwk.1 lwk.2 lwk.3 
124/11 101/12 108/12 

Orientation 1----- 1----- 1 
1 

Proposal 1---
1 

Select ion sites 1 
1 

Visit Embu Agric. 1 
Station 1 

1 
Questionnaire 1 
-preparation 1 
-field check 1 
-multiplication 1 

1 
Motor accident 

Second phase: FIELDWORK 

Subject: lwk.8 l l•k. 9 lwk.10 
112/01 119/01 126/01 

Fieldwork 1------1------1-----
1 1 1 

Trip Mt. Kenya 1 1 1 
1 1 1 

Illness 1 1 1 
1 1 1 

Trip Marsabit 

Third phase: REPORT WRITING 

Subject: l•"'k .15 lwk .16 lwk .17 
102/03 109/03 116/03 

Fieldwork 1-- 1 - 1 
1 1 1 

Exc. Mwea 1 1 1 
1 1 1 

KMD/Nai robi 1 ---1- 1 
1 1 1 

Analysi s and 1 1 ----1------
tabulation 1 1 1 

1 1 1 
Exc. Rukuriri 1 1 1 

1 1 1 
Writing 1 1 1 

1 1 1 
Drawing 

1~Jk.4 

115/12 
1 
1 
1 
1 

wk.5 lwk.6 
22/12 129/12 

1 

1 

1 

1 

lwk.7 
105/01 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1- --1--
1 

--1 
1 
1 -
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

lwk .11 
102/02 

1--
1 

1 

1 

ll•k .12 
109/02 

1------1----
1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

lwk.13 
116/02 
1 --
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I
l 

lwk.14 
123/02 
1 
1 

1 1 --1- 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 --1--
1 1 1 1 

wk .18 lwk .19 lwk.20 wk.21 
23/03 130/03 106/04 13/04 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

---1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1----- 1------ - -
1 1 

- -

l l•k. 22 
120/04 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1-----
1 

-
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J. 

Subject: 

Holi day 

Writing 

Departure 

lwk.23 lwk.24 lwk.25 lwk.26 lwk.27 lwk.28 lwk.29 
127/04 104/05 111105 118/05 125/0~ 101/06 108/06 
1------1------1------1--- -1------1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1------1-----
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

lwk.30 1 
115/06 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 .1 
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r 
estirnations of maize the non-comprehensive sample Appendix D: Yield at 

r 
sites. 

Explanation of the undermentioned columns: 
A = Observation no. 

1 

B = Location in the area. 
c = Semi-detailed soil mapping unit (no te: original soil survey), 
D = Reconnaissance soil map~ing unit (no te: original soil survey). 

1 

E = Plant densi ty in ears/m" 
F = Average ear weight (g).i 
G = Estimated yield in Kg/ac. 

1 

H = Yield expectation farmer in Kg/ac. 
1 = Score for overall erop performance. 
J = Remarks. 

1 
A B c D E F G H 1 J 
A-01 99516-3692 UFrs/AC UFaer/BC o.oo 0.0 0 150 0 
A-02 99521-3691 UFrs/AC UFaert/C o.oo 0.0 0 80 0 

1 

A-03 99510-3685 UFr/AB UFaer/BC o.oo 0.0 0 180 0 
A-04 99507-3656 AAr/A UAer/AC 2.31 122.2 1127 999 1 20N-20P 
A-05 99500-3627 VVCV/EF Wepst/F o.oo o.o 0 90 0 
A-06 99499-3619 LVMp/AB LVpst/AC 0.00 o.o 0 80 0 

1 
A-07 99500-3618 LVMp/AB LVpst/A o.oo 0.0 0 90 0 50::: millet 
A-08 99504-3614 LVMp/AB VVepst/F o.oo 0.0 0 125 0 
A-09 99503-3607 LVMp/AB LVbms/AB o.oo o.o 0 0 4 

1 

A-10 99502-3605 LVMp/AB LVbms/AB o.oo o.o 0 0 5 
A-11 99504-3607 LVMp/AB LVbms/AB 2.27 66.2 601 0 3 
A-12 99489-3581 LVr-LVm/AB l\..'c/AB o.oo o.o 0 0 4 
A-13 99497-35~•8 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 3.78 66.4 1004 540 4 
A-14 99497-3597 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 1.91 98.6 754 360 4 
A-15 99496-3596 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 2.36 44.0 324 180 5 
A-16 99495-3594 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 2.86 89.1 1020 55 4 
A-17 99492-3594 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 1. 70 114.3 778 0 3 5or. co tton 
A-18 99490-3582 L'Jr-LVm/AB LVc/AS 2.62 77.0 827 300 3 
A-19 99489-3581 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 2.80 76.2 853 180 3 
A-20 99488-3581 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 4.58 106.3 1948 180 3 
A-21 99487-3575 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB o.oo 0.0 0 240 0 
A-22 99491-3568 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 5.58 68.8 1520 180 3 

1 

A-23 99490-3567 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 2.72 49.3 537 180 3 
A-24 99497-3559 LVr/AB LVc/AB 5.87 63.2 1483 360 3 
A-25 99498-3559 LVr/AB LVc/AB 2.40 52.6 506 720 4 5or. co tip. p 
A-26 99500-3559 LVr/AB LVc/AB 3.95 38.9 615 0 3 50r. cotton 
A-27 99499-3557 LVr/AB LVc/AB 2.19 45.8 402 135 3 50r. co tton 
A-28 99504-3555 LVr/AB LVc/AB 2.88 67.8 781 180 3 
A-29 99501-3554 LVr/AB LVc/AB 3.03 76.8 932 180 2 ex tob. cul 

1 

A-30 99492-3554 LVr/AB LVc/AB 3.48 98.6 1373 360 2 50r. cowpea 
A-31 99492-3553 LVr/AB LVc/AB 2.90 56.9 660 45 3 
A-32 99504-3552 LVr/AB LVc/AB 3.55 52.6 748 150 3 
A-33 99507-3547 LVr/AB LVc/AB 3.44 71. 4 982 0 3 50~ cotton 

J 
A-34 99506-3547 LVr/AB LVc/AB 0.00 o.o 0 480 0 
A-35 99505-3545 LVr/AB LVc/AB 0.00 0.0 0 0 2 
A-36 99507-3545 LVr/AB LVc/AB 4. 77 53.4 1018 540 3 

l A-37 99513-3533 LVhn/AB LVc/AB 2.20 104.1 916 360 ~ 

" 
A-38 99517-3527 VVCVl/EF VVt/DE 3.26 72.9 950 180 " ~ 
A-39 99515-3527 VVCVl/EF Wt/DE 5.77 87.9 2028 900 1 

J 

J 



r 
A-40 99523-3518 LVhn/AB UVhn/AB 4.40 47.6 837 90 4 
A-41 99525-3515 8Vr/A8 Whn/BC 2.09 109 .1 912 270 1 

l A-42 99524-3514 VVCVl/EF IJVt/DE 2.55 84.6 863 540 3 
A-43 99527-3510 VVCVl/EF UVh/BC 2.36 61.5 581 360 3 
A-44 99527-3505 LVhn/BD UV~1n/BC 1.98 119.9 949 360 1 

r A-45 99527-3504 LVhn/80 UVhn/BC 2.82 108.0 1218 360 2 
A-46 99528-3503 LVhn/BD UVhn/BC 4.00 79.1 1266 180 4 
A-47 99529-3501 LVhn/80 UVhn/BC 2.55 90.1 919 315 2 

r A-48 99531-3500 VVCVl/EF \,/Vt/DE 4.12 29.9 492 90 3 
A-49 99530-3496 LVhn/80 RaVn/A8 4.04 99.9 1614 270 2 
A-50 99533-3495 LVhn/80 RaVn/A8 2.54 130.2 1223 0 2 
A-51 99534-3494 LVhn/BD RaVn/AB 3.14 100.9 1267 235 2 
A-52 99531-3494 LVhn/BD RaVn/A8 4.40 110 .3 1941 180 2 
A-53 99537-3489 LVhn/80 RaVn/AB 3.23 66.2 856 450 3 
A-54 99537-3488 LVhn/BD RaVn/AB 3.37 70 .5 950 720 3 
A-55 99539-3487 RaVn/AB RaVn/A8 3.09 83.8 1035 720 3 
A-56 99538-3486 RaVn/AB RaVn/AB 2.76 69.5 768 180 3 
A-57 99541-3481 RaVn/AB RaVn/AB 2.84 77.6 883 240 3 
A-58 99543-3477 RaVn/AB RaVn/AB 0.00 0 .o 0 160 0 
A-59 99548-3474 RaVn/AB RaVn/AB 3.91 93.0 957 450 2 
A-60 99551-3468 BVr/AB RiVn/AB 1.60 67.4 431 45 4 
A-61 99554-3466 RiVn/AB RiVn/AB 2.78 83.8 933 450 3 
A-62 99555-3465 RiVn/AB RiVn/AB 2.50 110 .9 1109 540 2 
A-63 99555-3466 R iVn/AB RiVn/AB 0.00 o.o 0 0 3 
A-64 99558-3462 RiVn/AB RiVn/Ab 2.09 73.3 612 720 3 
A-65 99599-3459 RiVn/DF RiVn/AB 3.02 46,3 560 240 4 
A-66 99561-3458 RiVn/DF RiVn/AB 0 .91 88.2 320 90 2 50% beans 
A-67 99563-3457 RiVn/BD RiVn/A8 4.00 90.5 1448 270 2 

l 
A-68 99654-3454 RiVn/BD RiVn/AB 4.35 86.9 1511 540 2 
A-69 99567-3442 RiVn/A8 RiVn/AB 2.40 60 .o 576 240 3 

f A-70 99573-3438 RiVn/DF RiVn/AB o.oo 0.0 0 0 5 
A-71 99573-3439 RiVn/AB RiVn/A8 0.00 o.o 0 0 3 
A-72 99578-3427 RiVn/A8 RiVn/DF 3.27 104.7 1369 270 2 
A-73 99585-3418 RiVn/A8 RiVn/DF 1.63 30.1 195 540 3 
A-74 99591-3405 RiVn/AB RiVn/DF 0.00 o.o 0 360 0 
A-75 99593-3406 RaVn/AB RaVC2/EF o.oo 0.0 0 90 0 
A-76 99590-3409 RiVn/DF RiVn/AB o.oo 0.0 0 0 5 
A-77 99590-3410 RaVn/DF RaVn/AB o.oo 0.0 0 0 4 
A-78 99587-3417 RaVn/DF RaVn/DF o.oo o.o 0 360 0 
B-01 99628-3745 UFar/B UFar/B o.oo 0.0 0 112 0 
B-02 99627-3746 UFar/B IJFar/B 0.00 o.o 0 90 0 
8-03 99614-3719 UFar/B UFar/8 o.oo o.o 0 120 0 
B-04 99613-3719 UFar/B UFar/B o.oo 0.0 0 0 4 
8-05 99618-3715 UFar/B UFar/B o.oo 0.0 0 0 5 
B-06 99627-3708 UFar/8 UFar/B 2.78 112.9 1255 560 3 
8-07 99628-3701 UFar/B UFar/8 o.oo o.o 0 0 0 
B-08 99648-3660 PAp/AB PVap t/AB 2.19 99.9 874 180 4 
8-09 99645-3664 UVpr/AB PVapt/AB o.oo o.o 0 0 5 
8-10 99653-3639 UFabps/BC HBpst/EF o.oo 0.0 0 0 3 
8-11 99653-3654 UFaepr/BC UF aepr /CD 0. 00 o.o 0 0 3 
B-12 99654-3658 HBpst/E UFaepr/CD 0.00 0.0 0 0 5 
B-13 99654-3634 UFabps/BC UFaepr/BC 3.15 58.2 733 360 4 40% sunfl, 
B-14 99648-3626 Wrl/C UFaepr/BC 2.67 79.l 844 360 4 50% millet 
8-15 99647-3623 UVrl/C UVbps t/BC 3. 41 87.5 1195 450 2 
B-16 99654-3615 UVr2/BC IJVr/C 3.64 100.6 1462 540 3 homest. ma 



1 
8-17 99657-3613 UVbpst/C UVr/AB 3.84 70 .2 1078 360 3 

1 
8-18 99667-3604 UVepst/BC IJVr/A8 1.52 61.1 373 90 4 60% tobac. 
8-19 99667-3602 UVrl/AB UVr/AB 0.49 91.1 179 90 ':) 20% beans ~ 

8-20 99667-3600 UVepst/BC UVr/AB 1. 71 59.4 407 270 3 50% beans 
8-21 99662-3592 UVr2/A8 UVr/AB 1.07 37.7 161 90 3 50% pig. p. 

1 

8-22 99658-3588 UVhl/CD UVr/A8 2.77 53.0 587 360 3 
8-23 99650-3582 UVhl/CD UVr/AB 3.58 47.4 679 450 3 
8-24 99665-3598 UVr2/AB UVr/A8 4.61 45.4 836 500 4 25% millet 
8-25 99663-3597 UVr2/A8 UVr/AB 3.76 103.0 1553 235 ~ 50% millet 

1 

"-

8-26 99660-3588 UVrl/AB UVr/A8 3.78 74.8 1132 180 2 
8-27 99661-3591 UVr2/AB UVr/AB 0.00 0.0 0 0 5 
8-28 99652-3583 UVhl/CD UVr/A8 2.53 64.9 637 0 3 
8-29 99657-3589 UVhl/CD UVr/A8 0.00 o.o 0 360 0 
8-30 99653-3583 UV hl/CD UVr/A8 3.52 99.1 1395 450 2 
8-31 99653-3583 - UVbpst/BC o.oo o.o 0 450 0 
8-32 99647-3578 LIVhl/8 LIVr/A8 3.59 61.1 877 135 3 50% pig. p. 
8-33 99647-3569 LIVhr/AB LIVh/BC 0.00 0.0 0 0 2 
8-34 99646-3567 UVhr/A8 UVhn/8C 0.00 0 .o 0 0 2 

1 

8-35 99644-3567 UVhr/A8 UVhn/BC 7.45 53.3 1589 360 3 
8-36 99647-3566 LIVhr/A8 UVhn/8C 3.89 61.8 963 285 3 
8-37 99645-3557 RiVps/DF UVhn/BC 1.58 39.3 249 90 4 50% cotton 
8-38 99640-3557 RiVps/DF UVhn/BC 3 .12 31.8 396 45 5 
8-39 99645-3555 UVhn/AC UVhn/BC 4.20 12.4 208 90 5 
8-40 99638-3554 RiVps/DF UVhn/BC o.oo 0.0 0 270 0 
8-41 99637-3552 RiVps/DF UVhn/BC o.ob o.o 0 70 0 
8-42 99630-3556 RiVps/DF UVhn/BC 0.00 o.o 0 360 0 
8-43 99632-3548 RiVps/DF UVhn/BC o.oo o.o 0 160 0 
8-44 99632-3540 RiVn3/AC RiVhn/8C o.oo o.o 0 495 0 
8-45 99631-3539 RiVn3/AC RiVhn/BC o.oo o.o 0 225 0 
8-46 99631-3537 RiVn3/AC RiVhn/BC 0.00 o.o 0 225 0 
8-47 9~1622-3530 RiVn3/AC RiVhn/BC o.oo o.o 0 120 0 
8-48 99627-3528 RiVn3/AC RiVhn/8C 0.00 o.o 0 135 0 

1 

8-49 99623-3523 RiVn3/AC RiVhn/BC o.oo 0.0 0 540 0 

1 

1 

l 
l 

1 

l 

l 
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r 
Appendix E: Yield estimations of millet at the non-comprehensive sample 

sites. 

r Explanation of the undermentioned columns: 
A = Observat ion no. 
8 = Location in the area. 
c = Semi-detailed soil mapping unit (no te: original soil survey), 
D = Reconnaissance soil mapping unit (no te: original soil survey). 

r E = Plant den si ty in heads/11)2 , 
F = Average score of the he.kids • 
G = Estimated yield in Kg/ac. 

. H = Yield expectation farmer. 
1 
1 1 = Score for overall erop performance. 
l J = Remarks. 

A 8 c D E F G H 1 J 
A-01 99483-3794 UUCE/8 UFQep/8 o.oo o.oo 0 0 5 
A-02 99483-3792 UUCE/8 UFQep/B 0.00 o.oo 0 0 5 
A-03 99483-3785 UUes2/DE UFCes/D 0.00 o.oo 0 60 4 
A-04 99482-3784 UUes2/DE UFCes/D 0.00 o.oo 0 60 4 
A-05 99482-3778 UUes2/CD UFCes/D o.oo o.oo 0 5 5 
A-06 99485-3768 UQes2/BC UQepl/BC 0.00 o.oo 0 180 4 

l A-07 99488-3753 UFes/BC UFapl/BC 14.06 3.84 391 20 3 
A-08 99483-3750 UFas/8C UFapl/BC 8.72 3.80 200 0 5 
A-09 99499-3747 UFn/A UFapl/BC 16. 00 3.44 529 0 3 
A-10 99506-3740 UFC/AB UFapl/BC 7 .61 3.96 148 60 4 
A-11 9~•50 7-3739 UFC/A8 UFapl/AB 12.05 3.97 303 60 4 
A-12 99508-3738 UFC/AB UFapl/BC 8.87 3.82 204 90 4 

l 
A-13 99507-3726 UQPs/AC UFaert/C 13.94 3.83 387 180 3 
A-14 99518-3710 UQPs/AC UFaer t/C 10.67 3.92 259 45 4 

' A-15 99517-3702 UCV/BD UFar t/BC 14.34 3.56 442 72 3 
A-16 99520-3701 UFC/AB UFaer t/C 7.47 3.95 189 40 4 
A-17 99518-3693 UFr/AB UFaer/BC 11.28 3.83 291 45 4 
A-18 99521-3689 UFrs/AC UFaert/C 0.00 0.00 0 40 5 
A-19 99521-3691 UFrs/AC UFaert/C o.oo 0.00 0 70 5 
A-20 99516-3692 UFrs/AC UFaer/BC o.oo o.oo 0 180 4 
A-21 99516-3694 UFPs/AB UFaer/BC o.oo 0.00 0 0 5 
A-22 99514-3693 UFr/AB UFaer/BC o.oo 0.00 0 50 5 
A-23 99489-3653 UACV/B UFaer/BC 0.00 0.00 0 0 5 pl too late 
A-24 99515-3694 UFesl/AB UFaer/BC 0.00 0.00 0 45 0 
A-25 99496-3655 UFer3/8 UAer/AC o.oo o.oo 0 0 5 pl too late 
A-26 99497-3654 UFer3/8 UAer/AC 10.44 3.96 248 67 3 pl too late 
A-27 99483-3657 UQpr/BC UFaer/BC 13.13 3.95 343 135 4 
A-28 99515-3685 UFrs/AC UFaert/C 7.90 3.20 224 60 2 
A-29 99512-3685 UFPs/AB UFaer/BC o.oo o.oo 0 180 3 
A-30 99510-3685 UFr/AB UFaer/BC o.oo 0.00 0 22 5 
A-31 99511-3686 UFr/AB UFaer/8C 0.00 0.00 0 90 4 
A-32 99507-3656 AAr/A UAer/AC 9.35 3.32 273 0 1 
A-33 99500-3627 VVepse/F VVCV/F o.oo o.oo 0 135 0 
A-34 99499-3619 LVI-lp/AB LVpst/A 0.00 0.00 0 90 3 
A-35 99500-3618 LVMp/AB LVpst/A 0.00 o.oo 0 90 0 
A-36 99504-3614 LVMp/AB Wepst/F 0.00 o.oo 0 135 0 
A-37 99503-3607 LVMp/AB LVbmp/A8 0.00 0.00 0 180 0 
A-38 99502-3605 LVMp/AB LVbms/A8 o.oo o.oo 0 160 4 
A-39 99489-3581 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 0.00 o.oo 0 90 0 



r 
A-40 99490-3582 LVr-LVm/A8 LVc/AB 19.40 3.87 579 0 3 

1 

A-41 99495-3594 LVr-LVm/AB LVc/AB 12.27 3.78 333 180 3 
A-42 99487-3575 FQst/8C LVc/AB 6.20 3.69 114 225 3 
A-43 99493-3553 LVr/AB LVc/AB 12.30 3.75 338 180 4 
A-44 99518-3527 UUCVl/EF UVt/DE 7.94 3.69 180 180 3 
A-45 99495-3594 LVr-LVm/A8 LVbms/AB 0.00 0.00 0 540 0 
A-46 99490-3567 LVr-LVm/A8 L'Jc/AB 0.00 o.oo 0 90 0 
A-47 99497-3559 LVr/AB LVr/A8 o.oo 0.00 0 100 0 
A-48 99509-3536 LVhn/BD LVc/AB o.oo .o .00 0 180 0 
A-49 99515-3527 VVCV/EF VVt/DE 0.00 0.00 0 320 0 
A-50 99505-3548 LVr/AB LVc/AB 0.00 0.00 0 180 0 
A-51 99506-3547 LVr/AB LVc/A8 0.00 0.00 0 180 0 
A-52 99504-3552 LVr/AB LVc/AB 0.00 0.00 0 360 0 
A-53 99504-3555 LVr/A8 LVc/AB 0.00 0.00 0 180 0 
A-54 99499-3558 LVr/AB LVc/AB o.oo 0.00 0 270 0 
A-55 99500-3558 LVr/AB LVc/AB o.oo 0.00 0 80 0 
B-01 99652-3861 UUes/BC UUes/BC o.oo 0.00 0 45 5 
B-02 99647-3850 UUes/CD UUes/CD o.oo o.oo 0 60 4 

1 · 

B-03 99650-3849 UQl/DE UUes/CD o.oo 0.00 0 50 0 
B-04 99654-3849 UUes/CD UQs/DE o.oo 0.00 0 150 0 
B-05 99613-3845 - UUes/CD 0.00 o.oo 0 10 0 
B-06 99617-3843 - UUes/CD o.oo 0.00 0 45 0 

1 
8-07 99649-3810 UFep/BC HGes/EF 8.58 3.78 196 72 3 
8-08 99660-3807 HQPT/E UQes/D 8.46 3.57 210 0 3 
8-09 99650-3808 UFep/BC HGeps/EF 16.24 3.22 584 180 2 

1 

B-10 99643-3793 UUPT/CD UAac/BC 17.20 3.63 541 180 2 
8-11 99618-3797 - UQes/D 4.01 3.49 40 210 3 
8-12 99647-3797 UFs/CD UQes/D 11.26 3.59 318 0 ~ 

" 8-13 99618-3789 - UQes/D 6.71 3.40 155 GO 3 
8-14 99621-3786 UFs/C UQaes/CD 6.60 3.46 146 180 3 
8-15 99625-3787 UFCp/C UQaes/CD 0.00 o.oo 0 90 0 
8-16 99624-3786 UFCp/C UQaes/CD 11.22 3.78 294 65 4 
8-17 99633-3784 UFs/C UQaes/CD 12.13 3.84 320 180 3 
8-18 99618-3786 - UQaes/CD 0.00 0.00 0 90 0 hea.erosion 
8-19 99618-3785 - UQaes/CD o.oo 0.00 0 15 0 
B-20 99629-3783 UFs/C UQaes/CD 11.49 3.17 386 60 3 
B-21 99626-3775 UFs/CD UQaes/CD 10.67 3.79 273 180 4 
8-22 99634-3755 UFs/CD UFes2/D 9.10 3.84 210 90 4 
8-23 99638-3747 UFpl/C UFar/A8 9.54 2.85 347 180 2 
8-24 99628-3745 UFrp/BC UFaer/BC 0.00 o.oo 0 112 0 
8-25 99627-3746 UFrp/8C UFar/A8 0.00 0.00 0 90 0 
B-26 99635-3742 UFrp/BC UFar/AB 16.67 3.90 476 72 3 

_I 
8-27 99622-3743 UFrp/BC UFar/8C o.oo 0.00 0 135 0 
B-28 99636-3743 UFps/B UFar/BC 9.67 3.83 232 45 3 
B-29 99619-3727 HFprst/DE HFprst/DE 0.00 0.00 0 80 0 

_I 
B-30 99615-3715 UFar/B UFar/BC 0.00 0.00 0 120 0 
B-31 99618-3726 UFar/B UFar/8 0.00 0.00 0 75 0 
8-32 99617-3725 UFprst/CD UFar/B 10.44 3.90 253 68 3 
8-33 99618-3715 UFar/B UFar/B 0.00 0.00 0 30 0 

J 
B-34 99613-3719 UFar/B UFar/B 0.00 0.00 0 60 0 
8-35 99614-3719 UFar/B UFar/B o.oo o.oo 0 120 0 
B-36 99614-3722 UFar/B UFar/B 0.00 0.00 0 180 0 

_I 
8-37 99616-3723 UFar/B UFar/8 0.00 0.00 0 25 0 
8-38 99620-3715 UFar/B UFar/B 0.00 0.00 0 180 0 
B-39 99617-3713 UFar/8 UFar/8 o.oo 0.00 0 45 0 

j 

J 



1 

r 
B-40 99623-3707 LIFar/B LIFar/B 0.00 o.oo 0 180 0 
B-41 99625-3705 UFar/8 UFar/8 7.62 3.55 179 0 3 
8-42 99626-3708 UFar/8 UFar/8 0.00 0.00 0 90 0 
8-43 99626-3700 UFar/8 UFar/ o.oo o.oo 0 90 0 
8-44 99626-3704 UFar/8 LIFar/B 7.84 3.38 203 120 3 ,- B-45 99627-3691 UFar/A8 UFar/8 o.oo o.oo 0 45 0 

l 8-46 99626-3693 LJFar/AB UFar/B o.oo 0.00 0 90 0 
8-47 99627-3698 UFar/B LIFar/8 9. 71 3.44 273 180 2 
8-48 99634-3696 UFar/8 UFar/8C o.oo -0 .00 0 180 0 
8-49 99629-3693 UFar/8 UFar/8C 9.47 3.26 285 180 2 
8-50 99625-3678 UFar/BC UVepst/8 o.oo o.oo 0 30 0 
8-51 99633-3679 LJVepst/AB UFar/ o.oo o.oo 0 90 0 

f 8-52 99630-3688 UFar/AB UFar/8 o.oo o.oo 0 45 0 
1 
' B-53 99630-3688 l1Far/A8 UFar/8 o.oo o.oo 0 45 0 

B-54 99631-3684 UFar/B UFar/B 0.00 o.oo 0 90 0 
B-55 99648-3660 l1Vpr/A8 UAap/B 7.58 3.73 163 90 3 
B-56 99645-3664 LIVpr/AB PVapt/A8 0.00 0.00 0 90 0 
B-57 99647-3664 LIVpr/AB PVapt/A8 o.oo o.oo 0 90 0 
B-58 99653-3642 UFabps/BC Hbpst/EF 12. 75 4 .18 305 70 4 
8-59 99654-3658 H8pst/E UFaepr/CD o.oo o.oo 0 100 0 
8-60 99647-3623 LIVrl/C LIVr/C 10.67 3.45 311 180 3 
8-61 99654-3618 Uvrl/C UVr/C 13.06 4.22 311 60 4 
8-62 99657-3616 UVh2/BC LIVbps t/BC 16.19 3.43 535 240 2 
8-63 99654-3615 UVr2/BC LIVr/C 16.00 3.61 498 120 2 
8-64 99670-3602 UVrl/AB l1Vr/A8 o.oo o.oo 0 180 0 
8-65 99667-3600 UVrl/A8 UVr/AB 0.00 0.00 0 180 0 
8-66 99665-3590 UVrl/AB LIVr/AB 13.75 3.-62 410 180 3 
8-67 99663-3597 UVrl_/,;8 UVr/AB 11.69 3.00 424 540 1 
B-68 99657-3586 UVhl/CD LIVr/AB o.oo o.oo 0 180 0 
8-69 99653-3588 - UVbpst/BC 0.00 0.00 0 450 0 
8-70 99661-3591 l1Vr2/AB Wr/AB 0.00 0.00 0 180 0 
8-71 99660-3593 UVr2/AB UVr/AB 0.00 0.00 0 90 0 
B-72 99661-3591 UVr2/AB LIVr/B 0.00 0.00 0 180 0 
B-73 99662-3592 UVr2/AB l1Vr/A8 0.00 o.oo 0 80 0 
B-74 99647-3578 LIVhl/B LIVbpst/BC 0.00 o.oo, 0 90 0 

1 
-
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Appendix F: Select ion of the y i eld est imat i ons of roaize, classif i ed 

r 
according to their occurrence on different soil mapping units, 
in AEZ and the sample strips A and B. 

Sample strip A: 

AEZ IReconnaissancejYield (Kq/ac.)jNumber of observ. j 
LM5 IUFaer/BC lnegleqable 12 1 
LM5 IUFaPrt/C 1 negledable 11 1 
LM5 1 UAer/AC 11127 11 1 
LM4 ILVbms/AB 1514 12 1 
LM4 ILVc/AB 1903 111 1 
LM3 ILVc/A8 1947 111 1 
LM3 IVVt/DE 11489 12 1 
LM3 1 UVhn/A8 1837 11 1 
LM3 I UVhn/BC 1781 12 1 
LM3 I UVt/DE 1863 11 1 
UM4 IUVhn/BC 1987 15 1 
UM4 IVVCV1/DE 1492 11 1 
UM3 I RaVn/AB 11207 18 1 
UM2 IRaVn/A8 1883 11 1 
UM2 I RiVn/AB 1846 113 1 
JJMl 1 RiVn/AB 11106 12 1 
L~·11 1RiVn/A8 1195 11 1 

Sample strip B: 

AEZ IReconnaissance!Yield (K9/ac,) INumber of observ. 
LM5 1 UFar/8 11255 11 
LM4 1 PVap t/AB 1874 11 
LM4 1 UFaepr/BC 1733 11 
LM3 llJFaepr/BC 1844 11 
LM3 I UVr/C 11043 12 

1 

LM3 I UVbpst/BC 11091 12 
LM3 IUVr/AB 1786 115 
LM3 llJVhn/BC 1681 15 
LM3 IRiVhn/BC 1306 11 

) 

1 Yields in Kg/ac. 
AEZ 1 Sample strips 

1 A 1 8 IAvera9e 

l 
LM5 1282(4) 11255(1) 1476(5) 
LM4 1843(13) 1804(2) 1838(15) 
LM3 1980(17) 1812(25) 1860(42) 
UM4 1905(6) 1 - 1905( 6) 

1 
UM3 11207(8) 1306(1) 11107(9) 
IJM2 1849(14) 1 - 1 849(14) 
UM1 1802(3) 1 - 1802( 3) 
No te: ( " ) n umber of observations. 
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Appendix G: Selection of the yield estimations of millet classified 
according their occurrence on different soil mapping units, 
in AEZ and the sample strips A and B. 

Sample strip A: 

AEZ IReronnais•ancelYield (Kg/ac. J INumber of observ. 
LM5 1 UFapl/BC 1254 

~ ' 18 
LM5 1 UFapl/AB 1303 \ 11 
LM5 IUFaert/C 1257 14 
LM5 IUFaert/BC 1442 11 
LM5 IUFaer/BC 1383 13 
LM5 1 UFaer/C 1189 11 
LM5 IUAer/AC 1261 12 
LM3 I LVc/AB 1334 16 
LM3 1 LK)t/DE 1180 11 

Sample strip B: 

AEZ IReconnaissance Yield ( Kg/ac. l I Number of observ. 
IL5 IUQaes/CD 273 12 
LM5 IHGeps/EF 390 12 
LM5 1 UQes/D 165 16 
LM5 IUQaes/CD 333 13 
LM5 IUAac/BC 541 11 
LM5 IUFes2/D 210 11 
LM5 IUFar/AB 412 12 
LM5 1 UFaepr/BC 575 11 
LM5 I UFar/B 287 13 
LM5 IUFar/BC 271 12 
LM4 I UFar/BC 285 11 
LM4 IUAap/B 1163 11 
LM4 I HBpst/EF 1305 11 
LM3 IUVr/C 1373 12 
LM3 l IJVr/AB 1371 13 
LM3 IUVr/BC 1312 11 
LM3 !Wbest/BC 1535 11 

1 Yields in Kg/ac. 
AEZ 1 Sample strips 1 

1 A 1 B IAverage 
IL5 1 - 1273(2) 1273(2) 
LM5 1283(20) 1301(21) 1292(41) 
LM4 I - 1251(3) 1251(3) 
LM3 1312(7 1387(7l 1350(3) 
Note:( .. ) number of observations. 
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MAP 1. THE OCCURENCE OF THE CEREALS 
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